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SUMMARY 

In 1985 UNIDO, under the programme for the Industrial Development Decade 
for Africa, started the Demonstration Programme on Use of Indigenous Bi(\mass 
Resources for Meeting Energy to examine the technical and socfo-cconmnic viability 
of generating energy for rural use by means of gasification of agricultural residues. 

The main purpose of the project was to validate the feasibility of the pilot 
gasification technology with a view to promoting its utiliz.ation in the PT A subregion 
and to increase the capabilities of the technical and maintenance personnel by 
carrying out in plant training and organizing a subregional training wortkshop. 

It can be concluded that results and experience gained at the project certainly 
justify the inputs made and have provided the community with very valuable 
information and even proven that the technique can become technically and 
economically viable under ce1tain conditions, conditions likely to be found in rural 
applications. The development, especially for most of the developing countries, of a 
new technique, is an ongoing process with repeated testing and modifying. The readc.r 
is asked to have a glance on the development of the automobile - still an ongoing 
process. 

The third phase of the Programme started mid 1990 and was terminated by the 
end of 1991. 

The experience at the project, when neglecting the initial bottlenecks and 
shortness, and international experience clearly indicate that the most common types 
of gas producers, downdraft gas producer with V-type throat, can certainly be used 
for gasification of selected agro wastes, in this case, com cobs. This type of gas 
producer is normally called "Imbert type". 

The tests further proved :oat a gas deaning train built on a water scrubber, for 
tar elimination, a modificat;on of the original Ankur ga.-. cleaning train, is a simple 
and technically viable solution. 

The economical evaluation imt:cated that the original design of the SES's gas 
producer (and gas cle:ming train) resut'.s in an investment cost, even when locally 
manufactured, which can not he justifid. Th~ investment cost of the Ankur plant wa.; 
approximatdy one fifth of the SES plant and would have bc~n comparahlc to a diesel 
plant provided functional. 

To simplify the manufacturing and to reduce the manufacturing cost, the SES's 
gas producer ha.~ been streamlined and equipped with a turnable grate, all in line with 
a traditional Imbert type gas producer. 

For a comparison, a cost estimation on manufacturing of the streamlined 
equipment !n Sweden was c~1rried out. The estimation gave an investment cost of the 



gasification equipm'·nt (gas cleaning and gas producer) to approximately half of the 
Sub-contractor's cost estimation, based on the Zimbabwean conditions and on the 
original design of the SES's gas producer. 

The economical evaluation, based on the alternative cost estimate, clearly 
indicated that the technique is economically viable, provided the price of the diesel 
"free in tank of the engine" is approximately 50% higher than the price of the diesel 
at a filling station in Harare (USS 0.25 per litre) and that the cost of the waste is not 
higher than USS 20 per ton, including the cost for feedstock preparation. 

These conditions arr. most likely to be fulfilled for rural installations, provided 
the plants are installed where feedstock can be supplied by minimal transport needs, 
thus with a big potential to alternative means of power generation. 

The fuel preparation cost at the pilot project amounted to about USS 10 per ton 
com cobs. 

The tests carried out at the project further showed that out of the for this project 
identified feedstocks, namely com cobs, groundnut shell pellets and coffee husks, 
only com cobs was a suitable fuel for the actual type of gas r.-roduce1. It was also 
found that the required feedstock preparation is limited lo cracking the cobs into two 
to three pieces. 

'The tests clearly indicated that the original gas cleaning equipment of the Ankur 
plant was insufficient and that the performance of the plant was not good enough for 
fuelling an Otto engine generator set with an electrical output of 40 kW. The SE5 
fulfilled this requirement and the plant supplied a quality of the gas where limited 
excess wear of the engine can be expected. 

The shortness in the gas cleaning systems, SES's too expensive and Ankur's not 
functional, have been considered and a mo:Jified gas cleaning equipment have been 
designed and is described in this report. 

The Pilot Programme has to a great exlent included training, on different levels 
and at different stages, resulting in a large number of people that have received the 
possibility to be trained. On the same theme and to promote dissemination of the 
technique, a PTA Gasification Training Course was carried out at the project. 

Training, which is a very important factor for a successful introduction, has been 
considered separately in an annex to this report. 

The experiences drawn are based upon a relatively limited number of operating 
hours (approximately 1,000 hours). It is therefor envisaged that both plants arc 
operated for 2-3,(){)() hours further to estahlishe the very important long term 
experiences. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

In 1985 UNIDO, under the rrogrammc for the ~ndustrial Development Decade 
for Africa, through a project RP/RAF/85/627, later on called Phase I of the 
Demonstration Programme on Use of Indigenous Biom.iss Resources for Meeting 
Energy Needs, carried out a pre-feasibility study /1/ to examine the technical and 
socio-economic viability of generating energy for rural use by means of gasification 
of agricultural residues. 

The study identified coffee husks/parchment, densified groundnut shells and 
shredded and then densified corncobs to be employed as fuel for the Demonstration 
Programme. 

It was expected that the pilot programme would provide a sound data base for 
the application of this source of energy in the PT A subregion. 

Prior to undertaking the study prciiminary investigations were carried out and 
on the basis of the information and statistics made available k:- the study, Zimbabwe 
was selected as the host country for the pilot plant. 

The pre-feasibility study, /1/, which included detailed plans for the following 
steps of the programme, as well as to which feedstock to he used, has formed the 
basis for future work. 

The st1.1dy proved the concept practicahlc and in 1988 UNIDO carried out 
another project, XNRAF/88/681, which has heen called Phase II of the 
Demonstration Programme. 

The output of Ph~se II was to have a fully operational pilot gasification plant, 
with design drawings and production process specifications of e4uipment compatihlc 
for local manufacturing. installed, de-hugged, the t..:cl~nical personnel trained and a 
description of th.: pilot programme to he carried out as Phase Ill. all completed by 
end of 1989. 

The implementation of Phase II was startcJ in April I <JX9, when the Chief 
Technical Adviser was appointed. Due to the ava•!ahlc time the second phase had to 
he streamlined. 

lbe proposed densification of the agricultural waste, hefore gasification, was 
at this stage eliminated from the programme. 'Ilic reason was (is) that densification 
(hriquetting/pelletizing), is an expensive process which results in a feedstock price 
that can not he justified for producer gas operation in the actual scale. lbe identified 



wastes do not contain natural binders and it was assumed (based on international 
experiences) that the briquetted/pelletized fuel wou!d not withstand the gasification 
process unless expensive binders were added. Another reason tll the exclusion was 
that the frames of Phase II were not either enough to include densification. 

The second phase was start.:d with CTA's famil:ari:zaiion mission to Zimbabwe 
fl/ to re-activate the organization in 1-!arare. 

This mission was followed by a combined Study, Training and Equipment 
Selection Mission {3/ which ended in the recommendation and purchasing of a S.E.S. 
GE-40 gasification unit from Italy, to 100 % fuelled on pro<li;cer gas and a second 
gasification unit, Anbr's dual fuelled biomass gasifier BG-40, from India. 

A short tenn ~nsuhant was appointed in April 1989 to carry out the Pote'ltial 
Sources of Initial Ga'iifier Design /4/ for the project and for the planning of the 
combined study and selection tour together with the CT A 

The plants arrivd (after delays in shipping) in Harare in the beginning of 
December and were installed at Nijo Estate on the outskirts of Harare. The plants 
were preliminary tested and commissioned, before the end of the year, with assistance 
from an Engin~er from each respective company and with the assistance from 
Cochrane Engineering (Pvt) UJ. 

The S.E.S. plant was the only plant connected to the load, a water pump for an 
irrigation scheme at the Estate, due to the delays with the civil works. After short 
tests, it was decided, due to the fact that no operators had received the opportunity 
to be fully trained, to close down the project and prepare/preserve the equipment for 
the inevitable intennediate period to come, before the next phase was funded and 
could be implemented. 

Most of the outputs for Phase II wi:re fulfilled, the key people were recruited 
and the plants were ready for pilot testing during the following phase. 

The statistical work was decided to be completed at a later stage (Phase IH) and 
the contract for the Project Director and the Suh-contractor, (Cochrane Engineering 
(Pvt) Ltd) was shorter than originally proposed, simply due to the limited time. The 
time factor also streamlined the output related to the te!'t:ng :ind specifying of the 
final design and the following ph~se. 

After presentation of the final report from Phase II /5/, Phase Ill of the 
Demonstration Programme, Project XNRAF/90/602 started in July 1990. The project 
activities at site started in August with the CTA's mission to Zimbabwe, summarized 
in CT A's 1st Mission Report /6/. 

'l11e second phase it~rnlveJ, in hrid, all the necessary work up to the beginning 



of the test runs. 

The duration of the third phase was 16 months ;,.nd the whole Demonstration 
Programme -:ncis with a report (this one). 

Interim reports, Quarterly Report fl/ and Third Mission Report /8/, have earlier 
been presented, by the CTA, on the third phase. 

For assisting in the testing ar.d evaluation of the feedstock and the gas 
producers, UNIDO appointed a Short-term Consultant in March 1991. The consultant 
presented a technical report /9/ to UNIDO, together with Outline of Biomass 
Gasification Course for PT A-countries. 

The notes from the combined seminar/course which was conducted by the CT A, 
the Project Director and the Project Operator in September 1991, have been reported 
l( UNIDO /10/ and will be distributed to the participants. 

UNIDO appointed another consultant, Statistician, for six months, to carry out 
a market survey and potential for the local manufacture of gasifiers in the subregion. 
The ri:sults of the statistician's ?.ppointment ha\•e been presented in a report to 
UNIDO, Crop Wastes as Feedstock for Gasification /11!. 

As earlier mentioned UNIDO appointed a Sub-contractor for assisting in the 
installations of the pilot plants. The same Sub-contractor was appointed during the 
duration of the third phase for assisting the project with mz.intenance, modifications 
and in technical matters as well as in proposing an appropriate gasifier unit for 
opcrati:ig under local conditions. The Sub-contrac~.ir has submitted a final report to 
UNIDO /12/ on its engineering services. 

Besides all the reports mentioned above, the Project Director has continuously 
submitted Monthly Progress Reports to UNIDO /13/. 

The CT A attended, upon request by UNIDO, a meeting in Lusaka in 
September, 1991, to inform the PT A Secr{'tariat, under the theme to further promote 
the dissemination of the technology to the other PT A-countries. llw Demonstration 
Programme experienced a very hig interest. 

This report, which is written from the CTA's point of view and after recei\ iug 
the Sub-cor tractor's and the Statistician's reports, is the final report on Phase IJI and 
the present Demonstration Programme. 

Various discussions, based on the interest experienced, have heen held on 
possible alternative proposals to supported extensions and spin-off activities, hut it 
should be mentioned that nothing has been decided upon. 
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1.2 AIM OF TIIE PROJECT 

Since the two first phases of the demonstration programme have been 
elaborated in the respective final reports /1 and 5/, this report/project mainly 
covers/refers to the third phase, unless otheiwise mentioned. 

The aim of this project, which can be seen in detail from the project documents 
in Annex A to D, can be illustrated by the four anticipated outputs: 

"' A fully operational demonstration gasification programme in the PT A 
subregion. 

"' A report containing description of the design and fabrication of the gasification 
technology, the characteristics of operatic.n of the gasifiers indicating the design 
modifications necessary for optimal fun~tioning with the different agricultural 
resources/feedstock; economic analysis/data of the field trial of the technology. 

"' A report on marketing survey and potential for the local manufacture of 
gasifiers in the subregion. 

... A core of elever operation and maintenance perr.onnel trained in all aspects of 
gasifier operation, monitoring, engine maintenance, fuel preparation, load 
connection and management of overall operations. 

Guidelines for a training programme is given in Annex E. 

4 



2. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

2.1 SYSTEM DF.sCRIPTION 

A detailed description of the two plants can be found in the Sub-contractors 
report to UNIDO /12/, including drawings. 

The confidentiality, as well as to reduce duplication of information, has guided 
the presentation. 

6.1.1 The S.E.S plant as received 

The layout of the SF.s model GE dJ gasification unit is attached in Annex F, 
together with some photographs of the rtant. 

System specification 

The following system specifications were provided by the manufacturer: 

Primary biomass fuel 
Acceptable MC 
Max fuel size 

Rated capacity: 
Gas producer 

Generator 

Performance at rated load: 
Gas producer efficiency 
Fuel consumption 
Internal electricity consumption 

Pressure loss (gas treatment) 

Possible feedstock: 

5 

Wood 
15-25% 
5x5x5 cm 

98.000 kcal/h 
120 m3/h 
40 kW max 
35 kW rated 

75-80% 
1.3 kg/kWh 
2.2 kW 

60 cm Wg 

Corn cobs, com cobs/wood mixed 
with other agricultural residues 
with low ash content. 



The gas producer is of the down-draft type (Imbert} with a condensation jacket 
in the hopper. The throat is of V-type with a throat diameter of 125 mm. Air is 
s-1pplied (sucked) through 5 air nozzles, positioned about 100 mm above the throat. 
The gas producer is not provided with a grate, and the charcoal bed is resting on the 
bottom of the gas produced. The height of the reduction zone is approximately 200 
mm. 

The gas producer is equipped with ports for ash removal and for filling of the 
charcoal into the reduction zone. 

The fuel is fed manually through a top lid of the hopper. 

A pressure fan is temporarily connected to the air inlet during start-up and the 
gasifier is started by inseiiing burning wood shavings, paper etc into the air inlet and 
blowing the fire (by the fan} into the throat. The fan is operated, and the raw gas 
flared off from the gasifier, until the heat is built up. When the quality of gas is good 
(blue, clean flare} the gas is let into the gas treating train and flared off just before 
the engine. The purpose is to fill the system with clean gas up to the engine. 

Gas treatment 

After the gas producer the gas passes through two parallel swarf filled bed 
filters, a scrubber equipped with forced cooling, a disk type baffle filter system and 
finally, through a large bed type filter filled with wood wool or wood chips. 

Gas mixer 

The producer gas and air is mixed just before the inlet manifold in a gas mixer 
consisting of butterfly valves linked with turnbuckles for setting the air-gas ratio. The 
mechanical governor reads the rpm and adjust the valves through a linkage system 
accordingly to maintain 1500 rpm (50 Hz). 

The engine is a six cylinder FIAT-IVECO diesel engine type 8361i, 
displacement 8. lt>2 dm3, converted to spark ignition for producer gas. Compression 
ratio taken down to 11: 1 by modified pistons. The maximum power rating on diesel 
operation, hcfore conversion, is 71 kW at 15CKl rpm. 

The generator is a 3 phase, 78 kVA (cos phi 0.8) 380/220 V AC generator from 
Tcssari, with frequency 50 Hz and 1500 rpm. 



The generator and engine is skid-mounted as ordinary standby generator sets. 

Control 

Besides the ordinary controls, mounted in a lockable box which is fitted to the 
generator set, a kWh meter was added for reading the energy supplied. 

System instrumentation 

Besides the standard control panel, the producer gas equipment is equipped with 
thermometers and taps for pressure gauge (plastic hoses or U-tubes) or gas sa..TJJpling. 

2.1.2 The Ankur system as received 

The layout of the Ankur model BG 40 gasification unit is attached in Annex 
G, together with some photographs of the plant. 

System specification 

Dual fuel operated diesel/producer gas engine 

Primary biom:iss fuel 
Acceptable MC 
Max fuel size 

Rated capacity: 
Gas producer 

Generator 

Tum down ratio 

Perf ormanc.! at rated load: 
Gas producer cf ficiency 
Fuel consumption 
Internal electricity consumption 

Typical diesel replacement 

Gas composition: 
co 
H2 
C02 
CH4 
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Wood/woody waste 
5-20% 
125 mm 

100.000 kcal/h 
100 m3/h 
40 kW electricity rated 

1:3 

70--75% 
1-1.2 kg/kWh 
1.9 kW 

65-75% 

19 +-3% 
18 +-2% 
10 +-3% 
up to 3% 



Tar 
Soot 

Gas producer 

O.l!05% 
0.005% 

The gas producer is of downdraft type. The throat is an integral pan of the 
conical hopper and has a diameter of approximately 120 mm. Air is supplied (sucked 
in) through two inclined ~ipes which also constitute the air nozzles. The height of the 
reduction zone, from the fix~d grate to the throat, is approximately 48 cm. Below the 
grate, the gas producer extends into a chamber with a conical bottom extended with 
a pipe. The pipe ends in a water pond (water lock), from where the ash is removed 
manually. 

A vibrator is connected to the gas producer to agitate the feedstock and the ash 
removal. 

The engine is started on diesel and should be run on diesel until the engine has 
reached normal operation temperature. 

The gas producer is lit by holding a flare to the inclined pipes and during start
up a centrifugal fan is used to suck the flare and air into the gas producer. The raw 
gas passes trough the gas cleaning train, which is also switched on during start-up 
(see below), and is flared off until the gas is of good quality. 

When the gas is clean, the manual valves (cock valves) are graduaUy adjusted 
by closi.1g the flare-off and opening the gas supply to the engine. 

Ga!Lmixer and speed control 

The gas and air is mixed in a T-pipe. The pipe from the air-filter is equipped 
with a manual valve (cock) for balancing the pressure drop over the gasifier system 
and the air-filter and thereby set the ratio of the gas-air entering the inlet manifold. 

There is one manual valve (cock) before the centrifugal fan and one similar 
valve on the pipe to the flare-off and one similar valve on the main supply pipe. The 
gas flow is controlled manually by these switch-over valves. 

The instructions given by the manufacturer's representative during the 
installation was, that during heavy loads, high pressure drops over the gas producer 
or low quality of the gas, the fan could be continuou!.ly run as a booster fan and its 
supply (pressure) adjusted by the shift-over valves. The setting of the valves, 
including the valve on the pipe from the air-filter, is done manually. The smoothest 
operation is judged from the sound and exhaust smoke from the engine. The 
combined mechanical governor and diesel pump controls the speed by controlling the 
amount of diesel injected. 



For low load, good gas and low pr~ssure drops the fan is switchc'.i off and the 
switd:-over ~·alvcs fully open for the main flow. The air-gas mixture is now 
balanced for smoothest operation by adjusting the valve at the air filter. 

To check that maximum diesel replacement is achieved, the diesel tank is 
equipped with a measuring cylinder and a switch-over tap. By clocking the 
consumption, or when experienced obscr;ing the level of the diesel in the measuring 
cylinder, the diesel replacement can be calculated or judged. 

Gas treatment 

From the gas producer the gas pas.~cs a cyclone, a venturi scrubber and finally 
a combined water separator and a fabric filter. The water separated after the scrubber 
and from the filter box is drained through pipes submerged into a sedimentation 
pond. Scrubbing water is recirculated, after a two step sedimentation, by means of 
a centrifugal pump. 

Engine 

The engine is a six cylinder, four stroke Leyland-Ashok diesel engine, type 
ALU 370. The displacement is 6.075 dm3 and the compression ratio 16:1. 

lbe engine is equipped with a mechanical speed governor controlling the diesel 
injection and for dual fuel operation, the air valve is closed by the operator until 
smoke is visible in the exhausts. 

Generator 

The generator is a hrushlcss 3 phase, 50 k \'A (cos phi 0.8) 415 V and 50 Hz 
and 1500 rpm AC generator from Kirloskar Electric Co Ltd India. 

Control 

The set is equipped with the most elementary control panel in a separate hox 
mounted on a wall. The panel on the engine has a temperature, a oil pressure and a 
rpm/hour meter. 

System instrumentation 

The plant was originally equipped with three pressure taps and a level gauge 
for the fuel tank. 



PLANT PERFORMANCF.S 

2.2. l Plant performances as received 

Both plants arc initially designed for wood as primary fuel. However, both 
man•1facturcrs ensured, during the Equipment Selection Mission /3/, that their plants 
could operate on com cobs but with a slight dcrating. Other woody agricultural fuels, 
witn low ash content, would likely be acceptable, preferably in mixtures with wood 
or maize cobs. Both manufacturers stressed that out of the fuels identified for the 
demonstration programme, only maize cobs had been systematically tested. 

During the commissioning, the SF.S plant peaked, on maize cobs, over 35 kW, 
which is the r;it·~d capacity. Under good conditions, very dry cobs and when using 
carpentry d1y '·' 1 ')(!, the peak capacity (40 kW) could be achieved. 

The plant was easy to start if the instructions were followed and the speed 
control automatically maintained the speed (1500 rpm) from no load to rated load. 

The attention is limited to filling of the feedstock and de-ashing and cleaning 
of the &::~ ;.:leaning equipment. 

The plant was indeed handed over in tum-key condition and ready for 
operation when the SF.S engineer (appointed for the installation/commissjoning) left. 

The Ankur plant could not be loaded during the commissioning due to delays 
in the civil work and the tight time schedule. Priority was paid to the SES plant due 
to two reasons: The SES plant was designed (and completed) for quick and simple 
installation. The civil work for the Ankur plant was not completed and some minor 
parts were needed before the plant could be assembled. The concrete/brick made 
water ponds had to be modified (though made according to earlier received drawings) 
since the dimensions did not fit the plant. 

However, the plant might peak 40 kW, since the gas-air-diesel regulation 
operates (automatically through the mechanical governor) in such a way that, 
provided the oxygen (air) flow is enough, the engine will maintain the capacity on 
the expense of high diesel consumption. There arc limited possihilities at present (not 
enough load) at the project to gradually step up the load to test the plants at higher 
load'i. lbe estate's pump station, which initially consumed 30-40 kW, is now 
consuming over 40 kW and faced its own problems. The available load wa'i the driers 
and the workshop. 

The automatic speed control can only cover smaller load variations within the 
actual load interval. The air-gas-diesel ratio, which i~; controlled manually hy a valve 
(cock) on the air pipe, can only he set for a fixed load, rpm and quality of the 
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producer gas. As soon as any of these parameters changes a new setting is needed. 
Besides these parameters, the pressure drop over the gasifier varies during operation 
(and with feedstock) and the pressure drop over the air filter and especially over the 
gas treatment train \'aries with flow, temperature, degree of dust collected on the 
filter etc. It is obvious that it is very difficult to maintain optimal conditions and a 
skilled and all the time present operator is needed. However, the engine does operate 
without any bigger problems, for smaller deviations from optimum, but on the 
expense of low diesel replacement. 

On top of this; the diesel replacement can only be determined by 
simultaneously reading the kWh produced and diesel fuel consumed over a certain 
time. This diesel consumption has to be compared to what the diesel consumption 
would have been in (full} diesel operation during exactly the same operation 

·.#conditions. However, with time, a good operator gets the "feeling" of how good the 
diesel replacement is, 'wt he can never know exactly unless following the procedure 
above. 

The Ankur Engineer's instructions, during installation, was that the gas flow 
could be set by measuring the air velocity in the pipes supplying the air nozzles, 
either by an anemometer or by sensing with the fingers. The velocity should be about 
15 mis for best operation of the gas producer. 

It is obvious, that this type of regulation is only applicable to operation under 
practically constant load (in a laboratory). 

Finally, it has to be mentioned and stressed that, the aim has never been to have 
a dual fuel operated plant for the demonstration programme (the actual Ankur plant 
is designed for dual fuel operation). During the selection, ordering and purchasing of 
the equipment is was agreed that the manufacturer should try to supply on Otto 
engine, hut with clear reservations that a dual fuelled plant would be supplied if 
Ankur's engine supplier could not supply retr<'fitted diesel engine within the tight 
time frame availahle. The Ankur system wa~ considered to apply other technical 
design solutions. which were of interest for the programme, and thereby justified the 
purchasing. 

2.2.2 Test results 

The initial tests results were presented in the Short-ten11 Consultants report to 
UNIDO /9/ and some of the test 1~sults arc presented in Annex 0. The SES and the 
Ankur plant had then hcen operated for approximately 300 and 160 hours re~;rectivcly 
hefore the tests. 

l11e plants were operated for approximately another seven months hcfore the 
,lfficial close down of the third phase of the programme. 'Ille SES reached over 1,000 
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hours of operation and the Ankur plant reached approxim'ltely 700 hours of 
operation. The accumulated hours would have been higher unless the project had 
faced labour accommodation and trano;portation problems. 

The operation ciuring the last half year in general, confirmed the findings and 
test results earlier achieved. The goal should now be to operate the two plants for 2-
3,000 hours more to be able to establish lifetimes and long term experiences. 

2.2.2.l Tests of the proposed fuels 

The three types of fuel identified for the pilot programme were com cobs, 
gwundnut shell pellets and coffee husks. See Annex 0 for test results. 

Coffee husk 

The coffee husk was not considered a suitable feedstock for the actual type of 
gas producers, downdraft gas producer with V-type throat. The available coffee husk, 
which was studied during a field study to Banket, shows many similarities to rice 
husk and can likely be successfully gasified in gasifiers of the type used for rice 
husk, open core gasifiers with moving grate. The judgement was done without 
carrying out any tests at site, but based on international experiences. 

Com cobs 

The main feedstock used, for both plants, during the course of the programme 
was corn cobs. This was expected and the fuel collection guided accordingly. 

It was found necessary to prepare the maize cobs by cracking/cutting the cobs 
into three pieces, not to cause bunker flow problems in the SES gas producer. The 
Ankur gas producer can likely swallow cobs cut into only two pieces, perhaps even 
whole pieces, if one can find the right frcquenc} and amplitude of the vibrator fitted 
to ~he gas producer. The moisture content, of the cobs received varied from I 0 to 
16% and suitahlc withClut further drying. 

The manual cutting/chopping of the cohs is a lahour intensive operation, hut 
docs not require any investment in equipment nor any skilled labourers. The fuel 
preparation cost, included chopping and filling up day store, amounted to 51 ZS per 
ton (which is equivalent to about IO USS/ton). 

Both plants performed, in general, as expected on corn cobs. 

It was found that the char generated during the gasification of corn cohs is less 
than char C<in~umcd during the reduciio11, i.e d1arcoal has to he added. In fact it has 
been established that the charcoal hcd have to he emptied and refilled after 36 hours 
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of operation. The urable char is sieved out and fed back toether with new charcoal. 
This equals to a chclfcoal consumption, for the SES gas producer, of approximately 
0.08 kg/kWh. it should be mentioned that, these figures have been verified for the 
SES plant but the Ankur plant shows similar experiences. 

Groundnut pellets 

The groundnut pellets which had a moisture content of approximately 10% 
caused high pressure drop.; over the gas producer already from start and increased 
continuously. After a few hours of operation the engine could barely meet the load. 

The fuel caused big slag lumps in the throat zone, which is related to the fuel 
property (ash content, melting point) and to the likely high soil contamination. 

The initial high pressure drop could be eliminated by increasing the diameter 
of the pellets, i.e use briquettes. However, the rapid increase of the pressure drop 
clearly indicated that the pellets disintegrated/fell apart (could be verified by 
inspection) during the gasification process. The disintegration is likely to occur for 
briquettes unless the brique:tes (and pellets) are manufactured under higher pressures 
and by using good binders. 

It was concluded that groundnut pellets are not a suitabie fuel for the present 
types of gas producers. 

2.2.2.2 Tests of other waste~ 

Besides the mentioned fuels, a few shorter test with Macadamia nut shells and 
Cotton stalks were carried out. Sec Annex H and 0 for the fuels tested. 

The cxpcric!lcc from the test on Macadamia nut shells were very similar to the 
test on groundnut shells; high pressure drops and big slag lumps in the bed. It was 
concluded that the Macadamia nut shells were not a suitable fuel for the actual types 
of gasifiers. It has to be stressed t!1at the nut shell received were very contaminated 
with soil (sweep-ups) and further tests on clean shells should be carried out. 

The plants were also operated, from time to time, on carpentry wastes (off cuts, 
splinters etc from a crate manufacturing plant mai11ly), i.e wood wastes. The plants 
performed as expected when the size distribution was as specified by the suppliers. 

A shorter test on cotton stalks was also carried out, but not in a systematic way 
and with limited documentation to draw any deeper conclusions. The cotton stalks 
caused bunker bridging in the SES plant. The Ankur plant showed less bunker flow 
problems, due to the fuel agitation by the vibrator. Cotton stalks have been gasified 
successfully clsewh:rc and when optimal design and length is found the waste should 
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not cause the experienced problems. 

2.2.2.3 Fuel C1>nsumption 

The specified specific fuel consumption for the SES plant could be achieved 
during longer operations. The lowest reliable figure obtained was 1.15 kg com cobs 
per kWh electricity (net) supplied. This is calculated on bone dry matter. 

The fuel consumption during short runs is very high due to the loss during the 
start-up and stop. This applies to both gasifiers. 

The specific fuel consumption of the primary fuel (the agro waste) for the 
Ankur plant is in the range of the total consumption for the SES plant. On top of this 
the diesel consumption was (at the same time) approximately 0.3 kg/kWh. It was 
found that the engine has a high diesel consumption even in full diesel operation, 
especially on low loads. 

2.2.2.4 Pressure drops (losses) 

The pressure drops stayed within the given intervals of the SES plant when 
operating on com cobs for less than approximately 8 hours. For longer operations the 
losses gradually increased, especially over the gas producer. 

The above applies to the original design. The pressure drop over the installed 
safety filter increased more rapidly with time 

The pressure losses for the Ankur plant (original design) was also very stable 
until the char hed in gas producer was choked. The choking was found to he caused 
hy too violent vihration, leading to compactation, or when ash was hridging in the 
chute of the a~h outlet. The choking was likely to occur after several days of 
operation, when the operators learnt how to run the vihrator. 

The pressure drop over the original filter was very low (due to the very low 
separation effect), but when testing a locally made cloth filter. fitted after the original 
one, the pressure increased rapidly with the water saturation of the cloth. 

2.2.2.5 Gas composition 

The SES plant showed nonnal gas compositions when measured. Toward the 
end of a two shift operation it was ohvious that the quality of the gas decreases, 
causing considerahly power loss. After 36 hours of operation (split into three runs) 
the quality was ohviously very poor due to the channelling and high ash content in 
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the reduction bed. 

The gas composition actually measured for the Ank1 r plant showed lower 
contents of the valuable components than stated by the manufacturer. Dliring 
operation of a producer gas !llant an experienced 'lperator can easily judge the quality 
of the gas from the !>Ower and sound of the plant. As far as the Ankur plant is 
concerned, this is masked by the poor diesel replacement and regulation. 

2.2.2.6 Dust and tar contents 

The SES plant operating on a newly filled bed filter and charcoal bed produces 
a very clean gas ( < 7mg/Nm3) and no tar could be condensated at 230 C. The 
inspection of the inlet Ir.d.mfoid of the engine however shows severe traces of tar and 
dust from time to time, probably when the bed filter is saturated or when the gas 
producer is producing dirty gas (poor reduction). 

The original filter for the Ankur plant caused thick deposits in the pipes and the 
inlet manifold. lhe engine went through a top overhaul (cleaning) after 169 hour of 
opt.ration at site. Tests on dust and tar contents were not found meaningful before 
improving the filter. 

Three sampling tests were carried out with the original filter and the dust 
content gradually decreased from 250 to 1 'J2 to 10 mg/Nm3. The result can be 
explained by the gradually decreasing ga~ flow, which can be verified from the diesel 
replacement measured at the very same time (dropped from 62 to 26%). 

The dust test, when using an additional cloth fii~er, gave 83 mg/Nm3 at an 
cstirr.atcd gas energy rate of 71 kW. 

Further systematic tests arc needed after the modifications done and after 
thorough cleaning of all the pipes. 

2.2.2.7 Engine oil analyses 

Engine oil analyses were carried out for hoth plants hy a company in Harare. 
The oil analysis gives very valuahlc continuous information on the condition of the 
engine, which in this case practically means how contaminated the producer gas is, 
i.e how efficient the ga~ cleaning is. One st.mid not forget the ordinary air filter for 
the engine - the red (African) soil has shortened the lifetime of many engines. 

The oil analyses confirmed the gas an;:lysis. Please s,'.c Ann".X I. The evaluation 



on the gas analysis protocol said "compartment wear appears to be normal" and "iron 
is slightly high, all other clement test results appear normal" 

However, as we can see from the oil analysis results in Annex I, the wear has 
been "extremely high" for some periods. These results coincide with periods when 
there has been malfunctioning of the filter system resulting in heavy deposits in the 
engine. The malfunctioning is likely related to the experience of the operators and to 
the fact that the plant was originally not equipped with any safety filter. There was 
not either any easy means of detecting the cleanliness of the gas unless opening the 
pipes. 

The plant was initially net equipped with a safety filter. The ~afcty filter which 
was fit1ed later on did not function pro;>erly. 

The evaluation of the first oil sample said "check for dirt entry", i.e confirmed 
what could be visually seen from the inspection of pipes and inlet manifold. The 
evaluation further said "excess fuel (diesel) dilution", which confirms the earlier 
described simple regulation system for the speed control. Please sec An.1ex L 

Even after the modifications of the gas cleaning, the evaluations read "wear 
higher than normal". It is difficult without further analysis of the gas to tell whether 
the higher wear is originating from soot and tar contaminated gas or from the poor 
combustion conditions, caused by the complicated procedure required to maintain the 
correct gas-air-diesel ratio. 

This plant originally lacked a safety filter, as well. 

2.2.2.8 Condensates, effluent 

The total amount of the condensates generated has heen measured to 35-75n/
of the fuel moisture. l11ese figures apply to the SES plant, where all the condensate 
is collected in ..;ontainers and can easily he draineu and measured. 

Condensate is collected from the hopper, scruhher, disc filter and a small 
amount from the bed filter. Smaller amounts also condensate in the pipes/hoses and 
in the hack pressure valve just before the gas mixer. Condensate is also collected 
from the later on installed safety filter. 

Regarding the Ankur phnt, the situation is a hit more complicated. The 
condensate from the venturi s;..ruhher is mixed with the -;cruhher water and recycled 



with the water in the sedimentation pond. There has .10t been any calculation done 
on the liquid balance over the pond. It is realistic to assume that the amount and type 
of condensates arc similar to the condensates generated in the SES pant. However, 
the Ankur plant does not generate any tarry, acidic condensate from the cas producer, 
since there is no condenser on the hopper. 

The water in the ponds of the Ankur plant, approximately 1.5 :113, is ch~r.ged 
every second week. 

Effiucnt 

The liquid effluent from the SES plant are mainly the condensates. The water 
of the ash pond under the Ankur gas producer contains leaching water. Some water 
is used, in both plants, for the washing of the filters and gets contaminated with soot 
and tars. 

The composition of the effluent has not been determined. However, experiences 
from similar types of plants abroad indicates that the condensate~ contains 
contaminations tha~ arc not, say in Sweden, allowed to be disposed into the sewage 
system. 

A simple evaporation/combustion system has been developed at the project 
whereby the water is evaporated and the tars burnt. Sec Annex J. 

2.2.3 Operation and maintenance 

This section applies to the original design of the SES plant unless otherwise 
mentioned and is based upon the information given hy the project officer, i.c the 
actual procedures at site towards the end of the third phase. Examples of Daily 
Operation Reports arc attached in Annex N. 

The daily operation require one man availahlc for ahout S minutes every half 
an hour to every hour, depending on the load and hunker capacity of the fuel :10pper. 

The start-up period, from igniticn of the gas producer to connecting (,>ad 
nom1ally takes 15 minutes. 

To ensure good quality of the gas and to keep the pressure drops under 300 mm 
Wg, i.c to he ahle to take full load, the charcoa! hed is emptied on daily hasis. This 
applies to continuous runs with a length of approximately 5 to up to 16 hours. 

The hed, which contains ash and unhurnt charcoal, is sieved and 1/2 to 3/4 of 
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the charcoal is reused. The reactor takes 34-35 kg of charcoal to fill after being 
completely emptied. 

The whole procedure, until the engine is running, takes 1.5 hours with two man 
present, including the check-ups of the engine, batteries and the plant in general. 

The fuel is filled into the Ank.ur plant half that frequent as compared to the SES 
plant, since the hopper is bigger and the plant is operated in dual fuel. The plant is 
occasionally operated up for only 50 to 60 hours before the ash chute of the gas 
producer is clogged. During this period no maintenance is needed of the gas 
producer. If the operation is forced much beyond this point (and vibrated too 
violently) the reduction zone C2Jl become very compact which requires opening up 
of the gas producer. To avoid, or rather to delay the opening of the gas producer, the 
chute is collapsed by poking down through the hopper and reduction zone. The whole 
procedure until the engine is running in dual fuel mode takes up to 2 hours. This 
includes removal of ash from the ash pond, cleaning of the filter pond, emptying 
cyclone from ash, draining condensate from the bed filter and general daily 
maintenance. 

Weekly 

When opciating in two shifts the gasifier is emptied completely, the disc filter 
and the swarf filled filter is washed and the scrubber is emptied and refilled with 
water. Together with the inspection and general cleaniilg of the whole plant, including 
preparation (refilling of the gas producer for immediate ignition on Monday 
morning), the whole procedure takes two men about half a day. This is normally done 
on Saturdays whereby both plants arc serviced in half a day with 2 to 4 men 
available. 

Other intervals 

The filter bed is topped up if necessary, otherwise at least topped up with clean 
shavings every 200 to 250 hours, whereby the dirty lower half is removed and clean 
shavings added to the upper part. The filter is normally washed with water every 
second weekend. The top i~ then left open to let the filter dry out over the weekend. 

The condenser of the hopper is cleaned approximately every 250 hours. 

The engine oil is changed after 2CK) - 250 engine hours. 

The safety filter cleaned every second week. 

Swarf topped up or changed when found brittle, etfler about 1 CK) - 150 hours 
of operation. 
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2.3 OBSERVATIONS, MODIFICATIONS DONE AND FURTHER 
MODIFICATIONS NEEDED 

Out of the three fuels identified for the pilot programme it was c.;,1ablished that 
only the com cobs are a suitable feedstock for the type of gasifier used. Hence, the 
results, observations and modifications mentioned in this chapter are generally related 
to gasification of com cobs. 

As far as the gas cleaning and cooling equipment is concerned, it applies to gas 
producr.J from agro wastes for any gas producer fuelling an Otto engine with an 
output in the range up to 40 - 50 kW when operated on 100% producer gas. The 
reason to specifying "agro wastes" specifically is, that there is a tendency to higher 
tar content in the producer gas and for that reason a water scrubber system is 
included in the gas cleaning train. When operating on wood and charcoal the 
traditional gas cleaning trains are simpler than considered here, especially for 
charcoal gasifiers. 

2.3.1 SES plant 

The design in general is a bit complicated and unnecessarily sophisticated, with 
many designs details, which gives a very good impression, but results in higher 
manufacturing cost. The same function could most likely be achieved with a simpler 
design. Herc we refer especially to the gas producer with its double gas outlet boxes, 
cooling rills, semi-spherical top lid, double mechanical filtering units etc. Some of 
the parts also takes good workshop facilities for manufacturing. 

It should be stressed that t'1c plant delivered was very professionally 
manufactured md the design gives a very "industrial impression". 

For installation and manufacturing in developing countries it is of outmost 
importance that the design considers tic local conditions. 

2.3.1.1 Gas producer 

The top lid started leaking after a few hundred hours of operation and the 
design of the groove in the lid for the gasket made it next to impossible to make the 
gasket (asbestos type rope) stay in the groove when opening the lid. The hig diameter 
of the lid (same as hopper) caused also excessive exposions to the furees during 
fuelling. 

The lid vas modified to a flat disc-type lid using ruhher as gasket material and 
the diameter w.1s reduced hy extending the hopper with a conical part. The hopper 



was also slightly extended to improve the condensing capacity and to increase the 
bunker volume and thereby extend the intervals between fuelling. The result was 
posith·".'. Please sec photographs in Annex F. 

The original perforated metal sheet, forming the inner jacket of the condenser, 
inside the hopper, was extended by using a 15 mm square wire mesh. This mesh was 
found to be an improvement, the holes (7 mm) in the original steel plate clogged with 
tar and fines. 

Future modifications; streamline the design of the hopper further. An extension 
of the cylindrical hopper/condenser likely gives the same cooling effect as all the 
rills. The hopper is now bolted to the gas producer, by using a big flange and gasket. 
Experiences with a simple rubber gasket and the hopper standing in a Y -~ypc groove 
and locked with some simple spring locks are good. 

The two gas outlet boxes, of the middle section, give an expensive design and 
ash is deposited in the boxes. The double outlet likely gives a more even temperature 
stress in the gas producer, but the same function can be achieved by simply welding 
the outlet pipes directly to the jacket. 

For relatively dry feedstock, like the com cobs used (10-12% Mq, it can be 
questioned if the heat exchange effect (for drying and preheating the fuel) justifies 
a double jacketed middle section. 

Proposed modification to be tested; Extend the cooling jacket of the top part 
and make the middle section with only one jacket/wall and place the gas outlets in 
the slightly extended bottom section. 

The bottom part of the gas producer docs not contain any grate, with a result 
that the whole charcoal bed has to be frequently emptied to get the ash out. Besides 
this tedious inconvenience, channels arc formed in the bed after approximately 10 to 
12 hours of operation. After about 16 hours of operation the ash is hindering the 
reduction and emphasized by the channelling, the quality of the gas and the high 
pressure loss result in very low power output of the engine. 

furure modific<iti.on; A grate, which c1n be turned by a handle to agitate the 
charcoal bed for betti:r ash separation Llnd thereby longer maintenance intervals, 
should he installed. 

The design of the ash and inspection lids arc generally seen of very good, 
sturdy design which enables quick and simple handling without using any tools. 
However, the gaskets show a tendency to leak, which results in partial combustion 
of gas and thereby high temperatures. 

Eulurc_moilifu:atio.ns; Instead of using asbestos-rope type gasket fitted in a 
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groove in the lids, which have a tendency to be packed with dust and bcoome hard 
with time, it has been found possible to use waste rubber tubes and flat disc lids. 
Special attention has to be paid to the temperature, but by extending the length of the 
flange and by using heat shields and/or insulation on the inside, the temperature can 
be controlled to allow use of ordinary waste rubber tubes. 

The design of the lids and gaskets arc stressed, since lc.:iking gaskets arc very 
common in field installations. It is also too common that when a gasket is damaged 
there is not any new ("European type") gasket a\·ailablc or, if available, it is very 
expcnsiv~ because the types of gaskets used arc imported. 

The gas producer is partly made of high alloy metals which increases the 
investment cost considerably, even more so if locally manufadurcd. Only long tcnn 
tests can verify if the anticipated longer lifetime applies and can justify the additional 
investment. 

2-3.1.2 Gas cleaning and cooling 

The gas cleaning train produced \"Cry clean gas during the initial stage when the 
bed filter was filled with wood wool Oike the one used for fruit boxes). Please see 
the test results in Annex 0. 

The supplementary tcsis, to determine the cleaning effect of the respcdive step 
of the cleaning train was not carried out, but it is believ::d that the big bed filter 
served an important role to maintain clean gas. ·This statement is supported by the 
fact that, when wood wool was not availahlc, coke and grass was used as bed 
material, causing heavy deposits in the engine. (This deposit in the engine could be 
seen in the oil analysis as well). 

Tnwards the enJ of the third phase it was obvious that the gas, from time to 
time, wa'i not that clean any longer. The reason is not fully known, but during one 
of the missions it was learnt that one of the new operators did not fully understand 
th" function of the scrubber and did not maintain the correct water level. It wao; also 
believed that the hed was not compacted enough and was thereby saturated within a 
short period. The leaking hoses also gave higher volume flow through the system and 
higher dew point. The higher dew point might have bade a negative effect on the 
clear.ing since the condensation has a posirive effect on the cleaning. 

It was further verified that the amount of soot trapped in the respective step wa'i 
increa-;ed and the dust wa-; trapped at later stages in the train. This can probably he 
explained by leaking lids of the gas producer. The volume flow increases through 
dilution with air and since part of the gas is humt. the calorific value of the gas 
decreases and the engine calls for more gas, which further increases the volume flow. 
(This explains the importance of tight lids amJ gaskets). 
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Further modifications; The effect of the respective cleaning step should be 
determined, with the view to eliminate the disc filter and replace the two swarf filled 
mechanical filters with one cyclone, all to reduce the investment cost. The 
possibilities to use a venturi type scrubber (sec Ankur) should also be seriously 
looked into, to reduce the investment cost of the scrubber. The reason why these tests 
(to bypass some steps etc) were not carried out, is likely due to the fact that, towards 
the end of the project, the accumulation of operation hours was stressed. 

Any malfunctioning of the gas cleaning can not be seen unless visually 
checking inside the pipes, inlet manifold etc. This is not acceptable and a safety filter 
was recommended fl/ and later on manufactured but aot as proposed /8/. The safety 
filter should choke the engine as soon as excess dust is passing through the cleaning 
train. 

Further modification; An improved combined conden.<;ate trap/safety filter 
placed just before the gas mixer should be manufactured and installed. 

23.l.3 Engine and generator 

There is not much to be said about the generator set, it is of standard type and 
a well functioning set. 

The gas mixer corroded, which is rather due to the gas cleaning (temperature 
sink before the mixer) and tended to jam. The mixer is very simple to repair, but the 
next one should perhaps be made a bit sturdier and with better scaled bushings for 
the valves. 

2.3.2 Ankur plant 

The Ankur plant is of very simple design and with a minimum of material used. 
The limit has even been passed for flanges and lid-; and hy using too thin material 
thicknesses in the throat, lids etc. 

The plant was delivered for dual fuel operation (as explained in Chapter 2.2.1 ). 
The guidelines for this project was 100% producer gas operation. It can be concluded 
that the regulation of lhe gas-air-di"!scl is insufficient (docs not work), resulting in 
very low diesel replacement. Since dual fuel operation is not part of this project, it 
is not rurther discussed in this chapter. 

The Ankur plant "came second", somehow, already from the beginning, due to 
the hits and pieces missing and later on due to the malfunctioning filter and the dual 
fuel operation. The permanent staff did not have the time nor the energy to fulfil 1 he 
tests recommemlcd for this plant. 
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Nevertheless, the Ankur plant contains interesting solutions and, most of all, 
had a low investment oost. However, it is my feeling that we can not really state its 
performance, but we do know its shortness and we have identified modifications that 
ccnainly would contribute to an improvement of its performance. There is a obvious 
risk of acating new pmblcm4i at some other stage if modifying too much (in one 
step) without testing. It is especially with the latter, where the uncertainties lies. 

23.2. l Gas producer 

The gas producer is of very simple design and docs not contain any (known) 
high alloy metals, except the steel bars in the grate. 

The max capacity of the gas producer could never be tested since the regulation 
always provided for high diesel injection and thereby limited the amount of gas 
allowed. When trying to choke the air, to suck in more gas, the rpm goes down, more 
diesel is injected and the combustion air is not enough. However, it is likc!y that the 
capacity of the gas producer is not enough to produce 40 kW electricity on 100% 
gas, since the diesel •takes over" too easily. The likely reason is that the gas <!'.iality 
is not good enough, especially on higher loads, as verified from tests. 

A simple way of establishing this is to run the SES generator set from this 
gasifier. The reason why this was not tried was that the performance of the Ankur 
filter unit was so poor that the risk was not taken to spoil the long term tests of the 
Fiat engine. Another, perhaps the most important factor, was the time available in 
general 30d time consumed on the Ankur plant to improve the filter unit. 

It has to be mentioned, as well, that the Ankur plant (control panel) was 
damaged by a storm that tilted a brick wall. 

For the future, the capacity of the gas producer anJ the 4uality has to be tested 
as outlined. 

The throat ring of the gasifier fell of, prohahly after ga.-. leaking and 
overheating. Due to the simple design, it was just a question of fitting a new ring by 
welding. Long term tests arc required for more information. 

The fuel and char agitator, the vibrator, agitated the char in the reduction zone 
too severely causing compacting and clogging. lnterrnirtent operation improved the 
condition.~. but to avoid clogging the char bed and the ash outlet beneath had to be 
poked. 

The specific design of the gas producer makes it difficull to agitate the char bed 
under operation, besides using the vit-rator and poking. The poking docs not really 
serve the purpose during operation and with the risk lo poke out the char needed for 
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the redudion. 

The ash outlet, through a chute into a water pond, at the same time ading as 
ash bin, has many advantages, provided the ash could be better separated from the 
char. The ash in the char bed, together with the compadation, is the reason when 
high pressure drop occur, and is likely the reason to the lower quality of the gas. 

Future modificatiom; The bars at the bottom of the rcdudion zone should be 
replaced by a grate which could be manually agitated (rotated). Not t<.' cause 
additional possible sources for air leaks, the shaft for rotating the grate should enter 
the gas producer through the water seal (ash pond). The ash bridging in the chute is 
believed to simply be a question of changing the angle, i.e the proper slope 
determined for com cobs. An adjustable timer for the agitator is preferred, whereby 
the optimum length and intervals could be found for each fuel. 

An interesting observation is that the Ankur plant sums to generate its char 
consumed for the rcdudion. However, when 213 of the charcoal bed is consumed and 
replaced by •cob char• the bed becomes blocked. An agitation of the char bed, as 
proposed, could solve this problem. Realizing that fad that the cob char form a more 
compad bed (higher pressure drop) than charcoal, the diameter of the redudion zone 
has likely to be extended on future designs. 

2.3.2.2 Gas cleaning equipment 

The gas cleaning equipment has been elaroratcd in earlier chapters. Despite all 
the .;honncss and problems faced with this equipment we have to face the fact that 
the gas cleaning train is compact cmd simple and thereby cheap to manufadure. The 
design in general appears very promising for the future. 

The performance of the gas cleaning equipment has not been possible to 
establish in detail, mainly due to the fad that it is difficult to judge what is due to 
weakness in the design, as such, and what is due to the low performance of the 
manufaduring and/or installation (i.e. manufaduring is required). 

The cycionc was improved by adding a dust collection chamber to the chute 
under the cyclone. The installation had limited pace for a proper chamber, but though 
~n improvement. 

Future recommendations; A standard properly manufactured cyclone with 
extended dust collection chamber underneath, should be installed. Extension and 
increased diameter of the gas c!lanncl out from the gas producer is recommended to 
ensure laminar flow into the cyclone. 

The water scrubber rcprescnls an inlercsting solution, but again, the 



manufacturing performance of the venturi pipe and the injector nozzle is so bad that 
the system can OOl show its possibilities. 

Future rrcommendations; Have a new one manufactured to be able to lest the 
pressure gained back, water consumption, pump capacity needed and tar and dust 
separation capacity. The water separation modified accordingly. 

The combined filter and water separator mainly acted as a water separator from 
the beginning. The filter fabric, as installed b)' the vendor, had a big hole since the 
fabric did not overlap properly. The plant was operated 50 hours, as instructed, before 
opened up. During this operation a considerably an10unt of dust was carried over into 
the system and the engine. A similar material could not be obtained locally (and no 
spare one available). After totally 169 hours of operation. on the same fabric but 
properly fitted, the engine had really heavy deposits and future operation was 
prohibited until the filtering was improved. 

A cloth filter was tried instead of the fabric, but due to the small area (approx. 
05 m2) and the moisture the pressure drop increased rapidly with the dust collection. 
A new filter container, with a large filter cloth, was m;ide in a haste for the initial 
tests. The cleaning effect was improved but the pressure drop was unacceptably high, 
due to the condensation on the cloth. The problem with the condensation was not 
solved. Instead the original filter was '.!SCd as a pre-filer and the cloth filter vessel 
was turned into a bed filter. The gas quality for this set up is not fully known, but 
obviously far better than the original set up, a'> long as the bed is not ovcr
contaminated. 

Future modifications; The original filter area is too small and should be 
extended 5-10 times, to allow rea'>tmablc service intervals. The use of tight woven 
cloth filters is a proven technique but condensation on the cloth must be avoided to 
keep the pressure loss under reason:1hlc levels. 

It ha'> also been noticed that the dimensions of all the piping is unnecessarily 
small, causing excess pressure losses. 

For further information, please sec the proposed design. 

2.3.2.3 Engine anJ generator 

There is not much more to be added to what has earlier been said. The 
instrumentation was sparse and the Ankur's Engineer insisted on having an engine 
room erected, but the compromise was a wall between the engine and the gasification 
plant, for the control panel. 



2.3.3 Effluent and environmental aspects 

Both ventJors recommended water saubbers for cleaning of the gas. This is 
likely due to the fact that tars were expected. It has also been confirmed that the 
scrubber water, the condensates and the deposits in the systems contains what is 
generally called •tars• (very complex compounds not fully known). 

The contaminated saubber water and drained condensates is an environmental 
risk, at the prevailing concentrations, and has to be disposed off accordingly. One 
possible solution is to dilute the effluent with water to allowable concentrations, 
which docs not scam a sound solution. 

This problem was looked into at the project and a very simple method, which 
is considered quite adequate al this stage, was tested. 

A very simple kiln was used for evaporating off the water and bumiug off the 
tars. A 10 to 20 litre tin, with open top, was perforated (this type of •stove" is 
traditionally used for (temporarily) cooking by using charcoal or maize cobs) at the 
bottom and all around, please sec Annex J. This tin is then filled with (anything that 
burns) rejected charcoal and sweepings (cobs and charcoal), lit and placed on a (old) 
plough disc. When the fire is going the condensate is poured, a few litres at a time, 
onto the disc. The charcoal soaks up most of the water, the rest is steamed off and 
the tar is burnt. The very simple tests indicate that the waste/sweep-ups are enough 
to bum off the condensates generated, but if not enough, additional waste is easily 
available. The test further clearly indicated, that more effluent could be burnt per day 
than the condensates generated by the SES plant during the same time. 

For future handling of the waste it is recommended that all the condensates and 
used scrubber water is first emptied into a bigger container, an oil drum or similar. 
The drum should be equipped with a tap and a pipe for filling into the "destruction 
plant". The kiln should be equipped with a outer jacket (cone) to force the steam and 
e\·aporated tar to pass through the firc/!farc. 

This simple method is certainly an improvement with all its shortness and, in 
my opinion, quite an adequate solution for years to come for rural applications. In 
urban use, the effluent can be deposited at community refuse dumps. 

The soot and ash generated should be berried in a safe pit, preferably covered 
to minimize maceration, where there is no risk for contamination of water. 

2.3.4 Technical viability 

The continuity of the records kept docs not allow any traditional calculation of 
the availabilities of the plants. The "human factor" will likely mask the technical 



shortage and malcie the evaluation of the records difficult to read. 

It can be mentioned, that for a producer gas operated (downdraft pilot charcoal 
gasifier) sawmill in Tanzania1 the results of the availability for the tree first years 
for the sawmill was as foliows: 

Gasification equipment a> 

Engine 

Sawmill 

Log supply 

Test runs, lunches, customs, 
leaves, waiting for spares etc 

Total availability: 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

88.7% 88.4% 90.1% 

100% 995% 89.0% 

99.4% 90.1% 94.4% 

63.4% 765% 97.1% 

76.6% 96.1% 87.7% 

Note a): This item includes all the necessary repairs, preparations and 
start-ups and fuelling, but excludes fuel preparation up to day 
store. 

The results from this pilot project (in Zimbabwe) did certainly not achieve the 
same very good availability. However, the intension with the above example is just 
to show that producer gas technique can be technically viable. 

Many of the reason for the lower viability for the plants, in Zimbahwe, can 
likely be explained by the fact that the actual plants were operated on a feedc;tock 
which has not yet bcc.n tested to the same extent, as for instance charcoal, but it is 
realistic to believe that after considering the proposed modifications similar record-; 
can be obtained and thereby, indirectly, prove the technical viability. 

Since the Tanzanian example has hcen used, I would like to mention that the 
original (European) gac; producer, and parts of the gas cleaning equipment, wac; 
replaced by a locally designed and manufactured gas producer, which ran for almost 
5,000 hours before the project was closed down for non technical reac;ons. 
Furthermore, the engine had by then been overhauled once completely and wac; due 
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for another complete overhaul. The trials and errors had certainly caused excessive 
wear of that engine, as has happened for the Zimbabwean plants. 

It can be concluded that the experiences from the operation of the two pilot 
plants in Zimbab~ (and comparisons with international experiences) have not so far 
indicated any problem which could not be solved. It is therefore believed, when 
considering the modifications identified, that it is possible to design and operate a 
producer gas plant that could show viabilities in the same range as the referred plant. 

2.3.5 Service and maintenance 

The service and maintenance routines, together with indications on the intervals 
and duration of the respective routine, have been elaborated in previous chapters. 

Due to the charader of the projed and relatively limited operation hours, 
together with the shortness in the continuity of the record keeping, the infonnation 
gathered is not enough for calculation of the service and maintenance costs nor the 
lifetimes. 

However, the observations made arc indicating that, if we neglect the initial 
malfundions and consider the level of available staff (from time to time) and if we 
consider the modifications ide;itificd, the service and maintenance needed, indicate 
levels experienced elsewhere. 

The same shortness in the record keeping is normally experienced for many 
projects under similar conditions. This is not a technical issue, but though of outmost 
importance for the feed-back and for developing and modification of the equipment. 
Thi!' has been considered and guiding the design of the proposed training programme, 
Annex E. 



2.4 REfROFIITING OF DIESEL ENGINES 

The AA T engine used for the SES plant was a retrofitted diesel engine and the 
experiences from the operation at site arc very good. 

The only shortness identified, which is not directly related to the engine as 
such, was the batteries. The same problem seems to be experienced for all !he 
producer gas plants of the same set up; using the engine batteries for starting up the 
gas producer. 

The batteries arc heavily loaded during the start-up of the gas producer and 
during cranking of the engine, especially when the gas quality is not good enough. 
Due to the heavy use of the batteries their maintenance arc of outmost importance. 
Practically this leads to repeated charging and it is very common that the terminal~ 
of the batteries arc worn out or broken long before the battery is outaged. 

Due to this serious problem it is recommended that the engine is equipped with 
a small carburettor (and a 1-2 litrc petrol tank) for starting on petrol. The carburettor 
must not be able to take any load. The engine will then supply the power for the 
start-up fan. 

The start-up fan can also be eliminated wher. starting on petrol, by using an 
ejector (to the exhaust pipe) to create vacuum in the gasifier. 

By starting on petrol (and perhaps stopping on petrol as well) the engine is 
warm when switching to gas and condensation can thereby be avoided in the engine. 

The retrofitting of a diesel engine is varied a bit with the type and brand of 
engine. It has been experienced that so called pre-chamber engines arc not suitable 
for retrofitting, unless the cylinder head is changed. To day, the most common type 
of diesel engines a1c direct injected engines which arc relatively easy to convert to 
an Otto engine. In general, the engine is equipped with an ignition system and the 
atomizers arc replaced by spark plugs. A gas mixer for controlling the air:gas ratio 
is also to be fitted and if the engine is a prime mover for a generator a speed control 
is needed. l11c governor for the diesel pump can usually be modified and linked to 
the gas mixer for this purpo!>c. 

The retrofitting of diesel engines is elaborated in the Sub-contractors final 
report to UNIDO /12/ and not further clahoratcd here. 

The same report also states the companies in Zimbabwe that could carry out the 
retrofitting. 



----------------------------- - -

2.5 LOCAL MANUFACfURING ASPECT'S 

A producer gas plant, the gas producer and the gas cleaning/cooling equipment, 
can normally be manufactured by any workshop which possess a welding machine. 
Metal cutting, drilling and rolling facilities facilitates the manufacturing, however. 
Thus, locai manufacturing should be quite possible in any country, provided the plant 
is designed accordingly. 

However, the labour skill, i.e the engineering skill from the actual type of 
plants, may be a limiting factor on the manufacturing of the initial plants. 

The most practical, fastest and cheapest approach, seen from a pilot 
demonstration programme's point of view, is likely to have the initial plants 
manufactured in an industrialized country and thereafter the initial local 
manufacturing (of the following plants). The local manufacturing should thereafter 
build upon the modified design and get a character of copying and adapting to local 
conditions and availability of material. Sec Annex E. 

The constraints are normally the availability of material, which takes experience 
when and how modifications can be applied, i.e a design and experience prob:em 
rather than a manufacturing problem. 

Special attention has to be paid to the requirements on gas tight welding seems 
and lids, flanges and gaskets. 

The observations and modifications identified, elaborated and proposed have to 
a great extent considered and aimed at a simple design for local manufacturing. 
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2.6 PROPOSED DESIGN 

The proposed design is somehow a mix and match of the two plants and of 
experience from elsewhere. 

The two original plants likely do not contain any component that could be 
patented nor that have not somehow been tried somewhere else during the history of 
gasification or within other process industries. The question is to combine the 
components into a well functioning unit system. It is not known to the author whether 
exactly the same systems have been manufactured and operated before. 

Tur: proposed design, born from the designs, experiences and observations at 
site, but as well from experiences at other plants, have been considered to an extent. 
We have to bear in mind, though, that the pilot programme is operating on feedstock 
which does not constitute the usually used and the experiences are consequently 
somewhat limited. 

A first proposal to a modified design of the gas cleaning/cooling train was 
presented in the CTA's Third Mission Report to UNIDO /8/, from which some 
sketches are attached in An~ex K. 

The specification of the proposed modification is done in the Sub-contractor's 
Final Report to UNIDO /12/, Chapter 3 and the respective drawings. Relevant 
drawings from the same report arc. attached to this report in Annex L, for easy 
reference. 

The design which is proposed in this report consider some smaller amendments 
and modifications to the design presented in Annex L. 

The design presented in Sub-contractor's report /12/, was in general jointly 
designed and agreed upon by the CT A, the PD and the Sub-contractor during CT A's 
last mission. 

I would like to make reference to the Suh-contractor's statement on page 27 in 
his report: 

"It is important to reaii:...: the full implicallon of any changes made to the equipment. Oianging any 
one item of a system has corresponding effect~ on other pieces of the plant in the system. For this 
rea.~n the benefit of any proposal detailed in this report should he subject to further testing - it 
would be unwise to produce units ba.<1ed on these proposals "·:bout further extensive field trials" 

I would like to add; that many man years have hcen put into development of 
producer gas plants throughout the world and that engineering and development is an 
on-going process with design, testing, redesign/modification, further testing and 
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redesign/modification etc. We can just have a glance at the automobile - indeed an 
on-going process. 

Before going into the elaboration of the system, I would finally like to add that 
the experiences gained at the gasification project in Zimbabwe certainly justifies the 
inputs and form a very good basis for further activities in this field and thereby, 
hopefully, eliminates "re-invention of too many new wheels". 

In the following we will start from the proposal presented in the Sub
contractor's report. Please see Annex L. 

The proposed plant consists of: 

"' gas producer 

"' cyclone 

... water scrubber 

... water separator 

"' regenerator 

... filters 

... condensate traps 

... gas-air mixer with control 

"' generator set 

We should always keep in mind that almost clean gas can "always" be obtained 
but on the expense on complicated and expensive plants, which docs not become 
economically viable. Thus, the whole approach is to find simplest design whereby an 
acceptable performance can be achieved. 

The proposed system includes many modifications ("back doors") that the 
anticipated function is likely to be achievable, provided that the staff, time and funds 
arc available to make the necessary modifications/alternations. 

2.6.1 Gas producer 

The reduction bed of the SES gas producer showed one severe shortness; the 
gasifier should be equipped with a manually turnable grate. 
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The gas producer could be streamlined, sec Olapter 2.3.1.1, to simplify 
manufacturing and reduce manufacturing cost. 

For a comparison only, please sec a sketch of a simple charcoal gasifier (This 
is the Tanzanian gas producer, that was mentioned in Otapter 23.4), attached in 
Annex M. 

2.6.2 Cyclone 

Standard cyclone with the chute ending m an extended (large, <by) ash 
container. 

The efficiency of the cyclone depends on the pressure loss accepted over the 
same - higher loss, better separation. Since high pressun. loss can not be accepted 
for naturally aspirated engines, the design is finally determined by how well the 
venturi scrubber can build up a pressure again. Please see Chapter 2.6.3. 

2.6.3 Water scrubber 

A water scrubber is recommended for three purposes: 

- to wash the gas from ash and soot, but mainly tars; 

- to cool the gas; 

- to re-gain and build up pressure. 

A venturi type scrubber fulfils all thee three purposes mentioned above and is 
extensive I y used within the industry. 

The scrubber water which is recycled, is supplied by a pump, which in tum is 
powered by a motor from the generator. 

2.6.4 Water separator 

After the venturi scrubber the gas will be saturated with water and excess 
scrubber water has to be separated from the gas. This is done in a simple water 
separator, where most of the dust and tar will be trapped together with the scrubber 
water. The water separator constitutes the reservoir for the water pump. 

So far according to the design in Annex L. 
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Depending on bow much dust is carried over a wet cyclone could be added 
after the separator. The available pressure is a determinator as well. 

It bas to be stressed, again, that it might not be the optimum to leave just the 
very finest particles for the filters. Very fine particles results in a suppression filter 
(if used) with high pressure drop. 

Tests should also be carried out to find OGt if the dry cyclone could be 
eliminated. It is quite possible that the scrubber could take all the soot. A wet cyclone 
after the scrubber, oommonly practised in the industry when high degree of separation 
of very small particles arc required, could be more efficient (and cheaper, totally 
seen) than the dry cyclone and is a highly rcoommended second ~ep of the 
mentioned test. 

If the scrubber water is found to become too dirty for the water pump and 
venturi nozzle, a simple gr.tvity sedimentation bed/sand filter could be added, from 
where the water to the pump is supplied. 

2.6.5 Heat exchanger 

The gas will be saturated with moist after the scrubber and if a suppression 
filter is used as the final filter, the gas should be reheated to avoid oondensation on 
the filter cloth (see Chapter 2.6.6) and thereby cause high pressure drop. 

Thus, provided the final filter is a suppression filter made of cotton cloth (or 
similar), it is necessary to reheat, i.e overheat the gas. The overheating should not be 
higher than just to avoid condensation in the filter. For this purpose a by-p~s is used 
to mix the gas to the wanted temperature. 

The heat exchanger (regenerator) is not to be included, if the final filter is of 
another type, i.e a filter that is not negatively affected by condensates. The 
condensation is even of an advantage for the dust separation capacity of certain types 
of filter. 

2.6.6 Filters 

Main filter (final filter) 

After the heat exchanger, or rather the water separator in the proposed case, the 
gas passes through a filter. The proposed filter is a large bed filter using wood wool 
as filter material. Please sec Annex L. With this set-lit'· i.e using a bed filter, the heat 
exchanger should be removed. The heat exchanger wiJI likely cause evaporation of 
water which else could have been trapped in the bed. The water will then condensate 



after the filter. Th~ heat exchanger is necessary t\nly for a suppression filter using a 
filter cloth that absorbs water, as described on previous page. Sec further below. 

The proposed filter is of the same type as the ~d filter used in the SES system. 
1bc filter has been modified for easy opening and changing of bed material by 
providing baskets for the bed material and a davit for lifting off the lid and for lifting 
up the baskets. With two additional bed baskets, always cleaned, filled and readily 
available, the service time can be made very short. 1bc height of the gas distribution 
chamber (bottom section of the filter) could be reduced to save material. 
Alternatively, the depths of the basket increased. 

Depending on the availability or cost of the wood wool, other bed materials 
could be tested, like chopped/crushed coconut husks etc. Elephant grass, com cobs 
and coke was tested at the project, but the result was unacceptable for these bed 
materials together with the original SES gas cleaning train. 

Big bed filters arc a proven technique and used preferably when cheap bed 
material is available. The bed filter has a certain capacity to absorb tars. However, 
the bed filters are voiuminous and thereby a bit expensive. The filter should always 
be followed by a safety filter to prevent carry-over of bed material or to easily 
indicate any malfunctioning of the gas cleaning. Please sec below. 

Depending on the local conditions; manufacturing cost, availability and cost of 
bed material, gas cleaning efficiency of each of the components, pressure drops etc, 
alternative filter designs should be tested. 

Sawdust, but not too fine, is another bed material which has shown good 
results. However, the proposed bed filter can likely not be filled with sawdust, even 
even if the gauge of the wire mesh is reduced, since the pressure drop over the filter 
will likely be too high. A filter with a big arec:: ''l the gas stream and with less depth 
is normally used. 

One of the proposed filters above should give clean enough gas. 

Suppression filters have been extensively used for producer gas plants, 
especially for downdraft charcoal and wood gasifiers. A gas cleaning train consisting 
of a cyclone, cooler and a cloth filter (cotton or fibre glass) ha~ appeared to produce 
a cleanliness of the gas whereby excessive wear of the engine is not anticipated. Due 
to the tar content of the gas, the proposed cleaning train is extended with a scrubber. 

The main filter could alternatively be a suppression filter using a cotton cloth. 
A well designed filter of this type should give a quality of the gas well in line with 
the proposed filter and a filter unit with very easy maintenance. 
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Safety filter 

Irrespective of what type of main filter used, the gas cleaning system must 
always be equipped with a safety filter. The function of the filter is to clog 
immediately, and thereby choke the engine, if excess dust is carried over, i.e if there 
is any malfunctioning in the gas cleaning. 1Dc condition of the saf cty filter should 
be easy to inspect and inspection done on a daily basis, at least. 

The filter could be placed next to, before, the gas mixer or right after the main 
filter. 

A design of a simple, proven safety filter is shown in Annex K, Sketch SF-00 
and SF-01. 

2.6. 7 Condenser 

The scrubber will, as we mentioned, saturate the gas with water. The dew point 
of the gas will likely be over the surface temperature (normally equal to the ambient 
temperature) of the rest of the cleaning train. This means that condensation wm occur 
at some stage. The equipment is designed to make the water (including some tars 
soluble in water) to condensate as much as possible before the inlet manifold of the 
engine. The lower the temperature of the gas is, when entering the engine, the higher 
will the volumetric efficiency be and thereby the power output. Hence, lowest 
possible temperatu&e of the gas is always preferred, but the lowest temperature should 
be before the gas mixer. 

The condensation itself is affecting the dust separation positively, since the 
condensation process starts on the dust particles in the gas (and on walls) and the 
water mist and droplets bind the dust to a size (weight) that can be separated or 
which can not stay in the gas flow. The very finest particles can he separated herehy. 

The recommended design, Annex L, is to use the piping from the filter to the 
gas mixer as a condenser and equipped with a drainahlc water trap. It is then 
important to make sure that the pipes arc under shade. 

If this is not found enough, or the temperature of the gas before the mixer is 
much above the ambient temperature, an additional comlcnscr could be installed, like 
the one shown in Annex K, Sketch AF-{)() or AF-01. 

The function of this additional condenser is to cool down the gas further (higher 
volumetric efficiency), to create a temperature sink in the system (to avoid 
condensation in the inlet manifold) and to further clean the gas. 

Since a waler pump is available under any conditions, for the venturi scruhher, 



the condenser could be designed in a way that water is splashed over the condenser 
and thereby using the evaporation beat for cooling of the producer gas to a 
temperature lower than what otherwise achieved. 

Condensate lralJ after the mixer 

The mixing of gas and air can also create condensation during certain whether 
conditions, which in pradicc always happens until the enf!inc is warm and radiating 
beat onto the mixer. 

A combined condensate trap and backfire release is shown in Annex K. Sketch 
CT-00 and CT-01. 

·ibe purpose is to cyclone out water condensating after mixing gas and air and 
to function as a pressure release when the engine is backfiring. It has been found that 
the water trapped in this type of device is coloured, i.e further cleaning the gas. The 
ordinary air filter is another source of dust. The cyclone will also further ensure 
proper mixing of gas and air. 

2.6.8 Gas mixer 

A gas mixer similar to the one used on the SES set is the proposed one, but 
with reinforced bushings to avoid jamming valves. 

Another type of gas mixer which gives less pressure drop is presented in Annex 
K, Sketch GM-00 and GM-01. This is preferred in combination with the described 
condensate trap (CT-00). 

2.6. 9 In general 

The design is based on using standard components, like standard pipes, flanges, 
valves etc and by using traditional design on the respective parts of the system. 

The dimensions of the pipes and the radius of bends have been designed for 
optimum pres.~ure drop and use of material. 

In general, a "sturdy" design has been guiding the work. 

For the disposal of the effluent it is proposed that a simple destruction stove, 
like we discussed in Chapter 2.2.2.8 is manufactured at site from available scrap. 

Finally, the proposed design, with further possible modifications or 
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altentin solutions, catainly represents an improvement of the two plants which 
have been mm. for the palot programme of which these ban made this 
development possal>le. 
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3. ECONOMICAL EVALUATION 

3.1 GENERAL REMARKS 

I would like to start with a question I have come acros.s so many times; "Can 
the rural poor afford a gasification plant?" 

A very kind answer is "nc'", since the one who is asking has not got the full 
picture of the investment required for rroviding power, say for a villag.:. No matter 
what type of power source used, a heavy initial invcstmen: is needed except when 
there is an electrical grid to be conncacd to. 

The initial question is relevant and con'itructive if we ask '"Can we afford the 
additional investment, due to producer gas operation?" 

That is the question we will try to si:raighten out in th!c; chapter. 

Let us elaborate this a bit, since I have come across this question of "comparing 
apples and pears" frequently. Why are we looking at the cost of heat or power, 
generated from a producer gas plant? The answer is that there is a foreseeable need 
of power or heat and somebody has taken a decision to instail a production unit and 
is prepared to pay for its supply/service. That consumer is not interested in how the 
power has been generated, what he is interested in, is the cost and terms of supply 
etc. He will look for the available alternative that best suits him. His criteria are very 
specific to his conditions and the same applies to the financial evaluation he will 
carry out; the parameters used must apply to the actual condition. In this case the 
question "can he afford" is very much valid and the financing of the investment and 
the operation is linked to type of plant chosen. 

However, irrespective of how the financing is solved, the ultimate criteria is the 
cost per unit supplied, sold, consumed etc., though bearing in mind the higher 
investment cost for a producer gas plant and thereby the higher need of capital 
initially. 

The calculations done in this chapter ref er to electric power generation plants 
of 30 to 40 kW electricity output. The power is produced either from producer gas 
or from diesel. Dual fuel operation is not considered, since the frame for the project 
was a 100% producer gas fuelled plant. 

As we will find from the elaborations in this chapter, it is basically a matter of 
answeriYJg the question "Can the saved fuel cost pay l'ack the additional investment 
cost?" 

We will not consider the diff e;ence between financial and economical analysis, 
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i.e foreign currency, shadow factors etc. 

3.1.1 Competing options 

The tariffs for the national grid is heavily subsidized in many developing 
countries and very few, if any, power production plants can compete with the tariffs 
on the national power grid, if normal financial terms arc to be applied. 

However, the small scale producer gas fuelled power plants considered here, are 
"never" to be installed where there is access to a reliable power supply from a grid, 
i.e the subsidized electricity price on the national grid is rather a question of how 
long can the country afford to subsidize the electricity, especially if the electricity is 
generated from imported fuels. 

As we indicated, an economical evaluation considering shadow-factoring of 
foreign costs or unskilled labour costs will give another result, but in favour of the 
gasification plant. For the tentative user/customer it is irrelevant, if part of the costs 

are originating from foreign currency or not, as long as he can pay in local currer.cy. 

Before going into more detailed calculations, the tentative customer must have 
an indication of what is available technically and an indication of the cost level for 
the available alternatives. For this purpose, the supplier of the equipment has to 
provide the tentative users with a generic evaluation. The generic evaluation does not 
differ between financial and economical costs and thereby which currency originally 
used for purchasing the equipment. 

As a we indicated, power supply from the main grid is not an alternative and 
consequently, the electricity tariffs arc not of interest. 

The most reali,. ·~c alternative to the actual producer gas plants used in this 
demonstration programme arc ordinary diesel generator sets. 

3.1.2 Data available 

For the generic guidelines presented here, we will use available data form the 
project and other general info:mation. The accuracy of the evaluation for a particular 
application can be improved by using site specific data, but the presentation done 
whereby using feedstock prices and operating hours, gives a good indication of the 
possibilities or not, at prevailing (and future) diesel prices. 

One of the detrimental parameters, which can only be obtained after scve:-al 
years of operation, arc the economic lifetimes of the different parts of the equipment. 
Long term tests/operations can also establish the service and maintenance costs. Since 
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these figures can not be verified in detail from the operation at Nijo we have to 
consider data available from ot'ier similar plants. The experience from the operation 
of the pilot piants gives an indication of the performance compared to other producer 
gas operated plants. 

The maintenance requirem('nts were daboratcd in Chapter 22.3. 

It was earlier mentioned that the (only) alternati\·e option is a diesel generator 
set and for this reason, some data for the diesel generator set is n..:cdcd. 

The generator set itself is very much the same, whether it is a diesel generator 
set or a producer gas fuelled generator set. In the first case the engine is a diesel 
engine and in the second case an Otto engine or a diesel engine converted to an Otto 
engine. The generator and the electric control is the same, as well as the skid
mounting. 

In general a diesel engine is more expensive than an Otto (petrol) engine. The 
conversion of the diesel engine is an additional cost, but on the other hand the diesel 
pump and the injectors can be eliminated. Initially (on the pilot stage) the conversion 
cost is likely slightly higher than the "savings" from excluding the diesel pump and 
injection system. However, if this is considered at the purchasing (manufaduring.1-
assembling) stage of the engine the purchasing cost is about the same2

• 

The above means for the generic calculati.Jns here, it is accurate enough to 
assume that the cost of the complete generator set is the same and that only the gas 
producer and the gas cleaning/cooling train constitute an additional investment for 
producer gas fuelled sets. 

However, we have to consider the derating of the engine when converting to 
producer gas. For the comparisons possible to work out at this stage, it is quite in 
order to assume that the total cost of the complete gcnei"ator set is the same, if we 
b~c the calculations on the energy generated. Though we know that a bigger 
displacement (engine) is needed, when operating on producer gas, to obtain the same 
electrical output. This simplification is further justified by the fact that an original 
petrol engine is cheaper than a diesel engine with the same capacity. (A retrofitted 

2 This statement is commonly used for generic economical 
evaluations. The CTA has been in contact with Scania in Sweden. Scania 
has {recently) designed a "gas cylinder head" for its 011 (11 litre) 
diesel engine. The final, detailed distribution of the costs, for the 
same engine in gas and diesel mode, could unfortunately not be 
received in time for this report. However, tbc company confirmed that 
the total cost of the two engines arc "more or less the same". If the 
conversion kit is bought separately {as a spar!~ part) the cost is 
naturally higher. 
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diesel is not necessarily used for the lower power ranges). 

For more accurate calculations, when weighing together derating, corrcd 
installed capacity and price difference between diesel and Otto engines, for this 
particular capacity interval (30 - 40 kW J, it is rc<slistic to assume that the producer 
gas engine is about 30% more expensive for the same output. 
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3.2 FEEDSTOCK PRICE 

The price of diesel oil in Harare is ZS 1.24/ltr (February 1992), which is 
equivalent to USS 0.25/ltr. 

The "filling station price" of diesel docs certainly not apply for rural conditions. 
The transport/purchasing cost of diesel is normally very high for the adual size of 
plants. The fuel is transported in drums over long distances. (The author has 
experienced cases when the price corredion factor is 3 to 1 and above, but not yet 
any case when the factor has been 1 to 1 ). If the total purchasing cost is worked out 
as per litre actually consumed by the engine, the cost is likely to be much higher. 

The biomass feedstock price vary with transport, handling and needed 
preparation and alterative use. The approach of this gasification programme is to use 
wastes for energy generation in rural applications, where the cost of the biomass, the 
waste, is next to zero. We have for the calculations here considered the cost of the 
waste itself to nil. As a comparison, the cost of pclletizcd groundnut shells, sold as 
fodder (in 1991 outside Harare), is approximately USS 8 per ton. 

The collection and transport can constitute a considerable cost if the, normally 
bulky, waste has to be collected and transported over longer distances. However, it 
is in the nature of these small scale power plants (normally less than 50 kW 
according to /11/, Page 62) that the plant should be placed where the waste is. 

The fuel preparation and handling at site requires labour. The cost for the 
primitive fuel preparation at site (Nijo) amounted to approximately USS 10 per ton 
(sec Chapter 2.2.2.1). This cost is very high, but many of the various costs for a pilot 
project arc not representative. 

The investment cost of storing the waste 1s considered the same as the 
investment cost for a diesel store. 

For the final calculations three price levels for the biomass waste will he used, 
namely US $ 0, IO and 20 per ton. 

For an objective comparison it can be concluded that the cost of the biomass 
is nevc.- zero (unless the waste has a negative initial value, whid is likely not the 
case in rural areas) and it is as wrong to calculate with the list price for the diesel. 

My personal opinion is that the level of the diesel price (per litre used) is 
heavily underestimated in most cases. 

For the further calculations US$ 0.25 and 0.50 per litre will he used. 
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3.3 R.JEL CONSUMPTION 

The fuel consumption, for both types of engines, is calculated for what we 
found typical load conditions, whereby the fuel consumption is higher than for 
continuous operations. It is realistic to assume that during field conditions the load 
conditions arc even worse, i..: low loads now and then and frequent starts and stops. 

The biomass consumption during typical days (when operating the whole day) 
was approximately 1.5 kg per kWh electricity generated. 

The diesel consumption under similar conditions are normally considerably 
higher than stated by the manufacturer {for optimal conditions). Typical figures for 
generator sets of the actual size are 250 - 400 gr/kWh, which ;pplies to 100 and 
25% load respectively. 

A realistic figure for a C(}mparable (to the biomass feedstock consumption) 
diesel consumption would be about 325 gr/kWh. 



3.4 SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE COST 

The service and maintenance cost can not be verified from the activities at the 
project. The experience from the pilot stage is not either representative for the 
technique. 

For the calculations we have used 4% of the initial investment cost per 1,000 
hours of operation. This figure is based upon experience from a number of pl(W-ts. 
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3.5 LABOUR COST 

A producer gas fuelled plant needs more attendance than a diesel plant. 

After the initial training of the operators, we can consider that one man must 
be available (but not necessarily attending the plant all the time) for a diesel 
generator set. When operating a generator set on producer gas, we an consider that 
there must be one additional labourer (all the time) available. 

If we try to apply this to the conditions at the project, the salary requirement 
for the additional (good) labourer would be about Z$ 1,000 per month, or equivalent 
to US$ 200 per month. 



3.6 ECONOMIC LIFETIME AND INTEREST RATE 

Lifetime 

This is very difficult to establish, since very few demonstration programmes 
have reached the possible (technical) lifetimes of the equipment, as is the calculation 
of the economical lifetime, since the experience here is even less. 

There are also many non-technical factors determining the life time, which can 
not be included for a pilot project. 

According to Ankur, the lifetime of their plants are expected to 10 - 14 years. 
None of the plants, known to the author, have been operated that long yet. 

The experience from the project can not be explained in i:erms of figures. 
However, it is possible to make a judgement of the equipment by comparison with 
other plants. 

Based upon experience from the project in Tanzania and another installation in 
Kebong Balong, Indonesia (visited during the Study Mission 13() it is realistic to 
assume that the lifetime is in the range of 7 years. We have then considered the 
proposed modifications. Some plants with very long experience were presented at the 
producer gas course /10/. 

Interest rate 

To establish a general interest rate might be even more difficult than to 
establish the lifetime. In many cases the real interest, which is the only one of 
interest, is negative, so in Zimbabwe. 

For the calculations we have used 4% real interest. I would rather call this for 
"a factor considering the higher initial capital demand for a producer gas plant",than 
an interest rate. 
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3.7 INVESTMENT COST 

3.7.1 Original plants 

3.7.1.1 SES plant 

The cost of the original SES gasification plant was approximately USS 100,000 
ex Fact01y in 1989. 

The distribution of the cost is not known, but the price included spares for one 
ycar3 and packing (USS 6,000 and 3,500 respectively). 

This amounts to a total investment cost of approximately 2,500 USS per kWc 
installed. If spares and packing is deducted the equivalent cost is USS 2,265. 

The company have indicated tht the cost of the retrofitting is in the range of 
10% of the cost of the engine and generator together. 

3.7.1.2 Ankur plant 

The cost of the original Ankur plant was, the same year, approximately USS 
20,000 ex Factory. The distribution of the cost was approximately as follows: 

Engine and generator 
Gasification equipment 
Control, assembling etc 
Packing 

No spares were included. 

62% or 
30% or 

USS 12,000 
USS 6,000 
USS 2,000 
USS 2,000 

In addition to this, two pits have been locally built out of bricks. There is one 
pit under the gas producer and a three chamber pit for the water scrubber. The cost 
of these pits is not known. 

In addition to this the vendor recommended a closed room (house) for the 
engine, which has not been considered realistic for a plant of this type. The engine 
room was not built. 

If we, for a comparison include an equivalent (to SES) amount of spares and 

·1 The spares were generous and not used yet. 
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a proporti'1nal estimation of the cost of the spares, the investment cost per kWc will 
be about USS 550 to 733. We have then calculated with an fictitious output of 30 to 
40 kWc, since it is realistic to assume that the capacity of the gas producer is less 
than what would be needed for the 40 kw. gensct. 

Cost of the gas producer and the gas cleaning equipment 

Based upon the figures above and the distribution of the cost items presented 
by Ankur during the Study Mission, the cost for the gas producer and gas cleaning 
equipment, including assembling would approximate to about USS 7,000. 

This gasification equipment could probably supply a 30 kWc generator set only, 
since it was established at the project that the capacity of the gas producer is 
certainly not the same as the SES gas producer. This gives us a total cost for the 
gasification equipment of proximately USS 235 per installed kWc. 

3.7.2 Proposed plant 

The Sub-contractor has worked out a cost estimation based on the SES gas 
producer and incorporating the proposed modifications, including the modified and 
redesigned gas cleaning equipment. The gas cleaning equipment follows the original 
Ankur system, in general. 

The Sub-contractor's cost estimate /12/, ex Works price Harare, November 
1991, including 10% sales tax is presented below. The tax docs not apply for plants 
exported. 

The foreign currency required for the manufacturing, has also been estimated 
by the Suh-contractor and is presented as "Foreign component" below. This 
component constitutes part of the respective item cost. 

Based on the ruling rate by November 1991 (0.1998 US$ = l .(X) Z$), the 
equivalent price in US$ is worked for easy comparison. 

Please sec next page. 



Item of F.quipment Price in ZS in USS Foreign component in USS 

Gas producer 180,500 36,064 3,596 

GiJS cleaning equipment 69,500 13,886 300 

Retrofitted diesel engine 125,000 24,975 13,986 

Generator (44 kW) 
complete with control 45,000 8,991 1,199 

Fees and royalty for the 9,025 1,802 1,802 
gas producer max 5% 

Totals ZS 429,020 or USS 85,718 USS 20,883 

Total without royalty ZS 420,000 or US$ 83,916 

The total investment cost, excluding royalty, as per installed kW electricity 
output (40 kWJ is USS 2,079. 

This is slightly high for a so called locally manufactured gasification plant. 
Please sec the following chapter. 

Gas producer and gas cleaning equipment 

The cost of the gas producer is US$ 902 per a matching generator set of 40 
kWc output. The equivalent figure for the gas cleaning train is US$ 347. 

The total figure for the gasification equipment will then be approximately US$ 
1,250 per kWc. 

3.7.3 Comparable plants 

The costs vary a lot for the three plants presented in the previous chapters. 
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After receiving the Sub-contractor's final report, a cost cstimation4 has been 
done, to get an even more reliable picture of the cost of the proposed design, 
including the comments in this report. A detailed quotation could not be obtained in 
time, but the cost estimation is presented below. 

We should mention that the engine is the most uncertain component for 
producer gas fuelled power plants of the actual capacity range. The Sub-contractor 
also indicates the same in his report /12/. Consequently, the cost estimation from 
Sweden is based upon an existing, commercial, common type of engine, in this case 
is an 11 litre engine, which gives approximately 80 kWc in producer gas mode. 

Not to complicate the comparisons and to eliminate scale factors, the oost 
estimation for the gasification equipment is based on the installed capacity of the 
proposed plant (40 kW). For the comparisons in Chapter 3.11.1 the investment cost 

for the gasification equipment is assumed to be 75% higher than the 40 kW 
equipment (which in fact equals to an alternative cost estimate for a 80 kW gasifier). 

The total cost for a complete skid-mounted engine generator set, including 
control, is approximately USS 33,000 or approximately USS 410 per installed kW 
electricity output. 

The generator itself (110 kVA) is approximately USS 4,100. A 50 kVA 
generator costs approximately USS 2,900. 

The cost of the gas producer and the gas cleaning train alone totals to 
approximately USS 25,000 or about USS 615 per installed kW. 

11 
Cost estimation done by SwedSteam AR, Stockholm (and Hassels 

Mekaniska Verkstad, Karlstad and Gotland G<~ngas, Gotlnnd), Swr.dcn and 
based on a by Saab-Scania retrofitted standard Sr.mlia Dll engine 
gcrH!rator set. Ser. further Foot.no!.<~ 2. 
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3.8 CIVIL WORKS 

The cost for the civil work is not included, since this cost is very site specific. 
On top of that, the simple shed nccdcd for the gasification plant is more or less of 
the same size as for a diesel generator set. 

We arc hereby slightly favouring the gasification plant by assuming that the 
cost for the diesel store and handling amounts to the same as for the biomass store. 

This simp:ification is certainly justified, for the calculations here, by the fad 
that the normally •wasted• diesel is not considered either. 
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3.9 OPERA TED HOURS PER YFAR AND AVERAGE LOAD 

We indicated, initially, that the additional investment for the producer gas 
equipment is to be paid back by the saved fuel cost. 

Practically this means that the number of hours and the actual load, which is 
not equal to installed capacity, will determine the amount of diesel saved. 

Once the plant is installed, the demand will determine the maximum load and 
hours. However, by planning and good management, the load factor (actuai load to 
installed capacity) and the hours operated can be optimized. 

A generator operated for lightening only (3-5 hours /day) will not operate more 
than 1,100 - 1,800 hours per year. If the same plant is used for water pumping or 
workshop activities, another 1,000 hours can easily be added. These figures have been 
used for the economical evaluation in Oiaptcr 3.11. l. 

The effect of operated hours is normally underestimated and the installations 
should aim at sites where the plant can be used for at least 8 hours per day. 

If there is no diesel at all available the situation is different. However, we have 
not considered availability of fuel (nor the plant availability) in the coming 
calculations. It is a well known fact that for rural areas, the availability of diesel is 
many times scarce due to reasons like transport, bad road conditions during rainy 
seasons, irregular and unreliable supply etc. 

During the later part of the third phase, the two plants together were operating 
at a rate equivalent to about 2,100 annual operating hours. Since the plants had to 
share the load, the hours for the respective set arc summarized. 

The load factor was about 55 to 65% during typical runs. 
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3.10 TRAINING COMPONENT 

A producer gas fuelled plant takes more training of the staff at installation. The 
SES has indicated that 3 weeks of training is necessary after the insta!::ition. Ankur 
gave a figure of 50 hours on traditional fuels and 100 hours on com cobs. 

The figures above probably apply to training of an operator to manage the daily 
operation and general service and maintenance of the equipment. 

If we apply this to the Zimbabwean conditions and calculate with one 
experienced engineer (operator) for training of two operators during one month, the 
cost of initial training is approximately USS 1,000 (Z$ 3000+ 1500+800). This can be 
seen as an additional investment cost in the comparison with a diesel engine. 



3.11 ECONOMICAL FEASIBILITY OF TIIE PRODUCER GAS TECHNIQUE 

3.11.1 Summary of the various costs and the total cost ocr unit produced 

We have earlier stressed that the question, feasible or not, can not be answered 
straight forward, since there are so many local and site specific parameters that can 
not be foreseen. However, the experiences from the pilot project and the elaborations 
in Chapter 3 will give a good guidance. 

A summary of all the costs in the previous chapters is done in the table on next 
page. The total annual cost and the cost per energy produced is extracted and 
presented at the bottom of the same table and is reflecting conditions at the project. 

The table on next page is based on the conditions at the project and the 
following: 

- Load factor 60% 
- Annual operated hours 2, 100 
- Economical lifetime 7 years as an average for the producer gas plants. 10 years 

lifetime is calculated for the diesel plant. 
- Interest rate 4% (real) 
- The capacity of the Ankur plant is reduced to 30 kW as a result of experiences 

at the project (See Chapter 3.7.1.2) 
- Figures in bold apply to conditions similar to the project's experiences. 

It must be stressed that the evaluations done strictly apply to the specified 
conditions only, but valuable tendencies can be drawn from the various costs. 

Notes to the table on next page: 

•) The figures marki::d with • refers to a 80 kW plant. Sec Chapter 3.7.4 and 
Footnote 4. 
The total capital investment for the 80 kW. plant is estimated from the 
altcnative quotation for the 40 kW. plant by assuming that the gas cleaning and 
control equipment is 75% more expensive for the bigger plant. The engine is 
the same in both cases, i.c for 80 kW. output. 

• •) The cost for the diesel engine is based on information from SES and on the 
Sub-contractor's cost estimation, whereby the retrofitting (according to SES) 
constitutes to approximately 10% of the total cost of the generator set. This 
.:ost has then been reduced from the Sub-contractor's cost estimate for the 
retrofitted diesel engine and the price further reduced with 30% (no dcrating, 
sec Chapter 3.1.2). TI1e rest is the same. 
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SYSTEM 

Costs: Diesel SF.S Ankur M.-fied Other 
40k~·) 40 kW 30 kW 40 kW *)8o kW 

Capital invesbaents: 

F.ngine 15.105 24.975 
Generator 8.991 8.991 
Stibtotal 24.096 12.000 33.966 •33.000 

Gas producer - 36.064 
Gas cleaning - 13.886 
Subtotal - 6.000 49.950 25.000 

Control 2.000 2,000 - 3.000 

Total 26.096 90.500 20,000 83.916 61.000 

Training - 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Total capital investments 26.096 91,500 21.000 84,916 •62,000 

Annual costs: 

Capital costs 2,988 15,189 3.486 14.096 •13.778 
Labour - 1,000 1.000 1,000 1.000 
S&M at 1500 1.566 5,430 1,200 5,035 •4.920 

2100 2.192 7,602 1,680 7.049 •6.888 
2700 2,818 9.774 2,160 9,063 *8.856 

Fuel cost for waste: 
at 0 USS/ton 0 0 0 •o 

10 1,500 hrs 540 540 540 •1.080 
2,100 756 756 756 •1,512 
2,700 972 972 972 *1.944 

20 1,500 hrs 1,080 1,080 1,080 *2,160 
2, 100 1,512 1,512 1,512 •3,024 
2,700 1,944 1.944 1.944 •3,888 

Fuel cost for diesel 
at 0.25 USS/ltr 

1,500 hrs 3,656 
2,100 5,119 
2,700 6,581 

at 0.50 USS/ltr 
1,500 hrs 7,313 
2,100 10,238 
2,700 13,163 

For 2,100 annual hours: 
Total annual costs 10,299 24.547 6,922 22,901 •23,178 

Cost per USS/kWh produced 0.20 o.49 0.18 O.IJ5 •0.23 
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3.11.2 Summary and evaluation 

We can sec from the previous table that for the conditions we had assumed 
(2,100 hrs/year, IF 0.6, waste price 10 USS/ton, diesel US$ 0.25/ltr and all the other 
parameters) that: 

- the Ankur plant gives an energy cost about the same as for a diesel plant. We 
have then assumed that the present (dual fuel) Ankur plant is operating on 100% 
gas and derated to 30 kW, to get a more correct investment cost. 

- if operating the same Ankur plant in dual fuel mode the cost per energy unit 
produced will be approximately twice as high as the presented cost. 

- the original (on which the calculation is based) Ankur plant has never performed 
well in the original shape and is therefor not an alternative. 

- the energy unit cost for the original SES and the proposed modified plant /12/ is 
roughly double the energy unit cost for a standard diesel plant, the proposed plant 
being slightly cheaper. 

- the alternative 80 kW plant gives an ::nergy cost which is just slightly higher that 
for the diesel alternative. 

- if the calculation is based on 80 kW engine and generator set and a 40 kW 
gasification equipment the energy cost would be (US$ 0.34) in-between the 
proposed plant and the diesel plant. 

Thus, it can be concluded that electricity generated by the proposed plant is 
considerably more expensive than electricity generated by a diesel generator set. Please 
note again, "under the described conditions". 

To get a better picture of the trends for varying fuel costs and operation hours we 
can study the figure on the next page, whereby the electricity generation cost is shown 
as function of the annual operated hours for diff crcnt fuel and feedstock prices. 

The graphs arc representing the following: 

Diesel: The 40 kW diesel plant 
Prod gas 1: The proposed plant (according to the Sub-contractor) 
Prod gas 2: The 80 kW plant 

Two price levels have been used for the diesel cost, the filling station price for 
Harare and one price 100% higher. 

Equivalently we have used two prices for the waste, the actual feedstock 
preparation cost at the project and a 100% higher price. 

The power factor is still somewhat low, 0.6, hut it based on the conditions at the 
project during the second half of the third phase. Higher load factors will he of benefit 
to the producer gas plants. 
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It can ~ c.oncludcd that the c.onditions/paramctcrs used arc very c.onscrvativc and 
trying to reflect real rural c.onditions, certainly not favouring the biomass alternatives. 

ELECIRIOTY GENERATION COSTS AS A RJNCTION OF DIFFERENT 
OPERATION HOURS 
- for various fuels and different prices of fuels 

.An.n.ual hours 

Evaluation and summ•UY 

The figure clearly indicates that: 

•I •II Prod gas 2 
20 US/tan. 

••••• Prod gas 2 
10 US/tan. 

Prod ps 1 
20 US/tan. 

- Prod ps 1 
10 US/tan. 

Diesel 
G.50US/ltr , 
Diesel 
Cl.25 US/I.tr 

"" the proposed plant, manufactured in Harare, is likely not economically feasible. 
at the present price of diesel 

• few annual operating hours gives a high energy cost for a plant with high specific 
investment cost (cost/installed capacity) like the proposed plant 

"" the bigger producer gas plant, manufactured in Sweden (not considering the 
freight) shows an energy cost which is just slightly higher than for a diesel plant 
supplied with diesel lo the present (in Harare) "filling station" price 



"' if the diesel price is increased with more than apprnximatcly 50%, the bigger 
producer gas fuelled plant will likely be more economical at over 2,00J operating 
hours per year 

"' these statements arc only valid for the assumptions made 

Thus, it can be concluded, that the conditions chosen, for what we believe 
"typical rural installations", and the economical comparisons betwee-, the different 
alternatives clearly indicate that the producer gas technology can become 
economically viable under certain conditions for rural applications. 

The main conditions are that the waste is cheap, not much over US$ 20/ton, 
and that the diesel price at site, including transport and handling, is over USS 
0.3/litre. 

The difference in the initial investment c'1sts, between the proposed plant and 
the bigger plant (manufactured in Sweden) should be further investigated and 
experiences transferred to reduce the local manufacturing cost. 
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The project document as submitted to Appraisal needed no modifications 
in the design format as it was prepared fully in accordance vith the 
established UNIDO guidelines for project dessign, except that the 
evaluation report of Phase II was not available. 

~he third phase of this project &ims at field testing the pilot 
gasifiers _installed during the second phase. This mainly involves the 
operation of the 9asifiers with different feedstocks in order to determine 

)? •best practice• operation and maintenance parameters. It will result 
in the preparation of a report containing all the technical characteristics 
to be used, inter alia, in the training progr4119e to be organized for 
operation and maintenance personnel froe other PTA countries. 

) In view of the fact that no evaluation report of the previou~ phase 
vas made available, it is difficult to assess vtlether the outputs of the 
&econd phase were actually produced and whether that project had achieved 
its stated objectives_ However, as pointed out in the project document 
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PART A Cl:NIEXT 

1- 'Ihe Energy Sector 

'lhe Preferential Trade Area for Eastern am. SQ.rt:hern African 
states (FrA) has abJn:Jant erer<J'f resoorces, such as wood.fuel, coal, 
petrolEl.lll, arrl bydro-el.ectric potential. lihi.dl is unevenly dist.."":i.b.rt:ai 
amcDJ the HeDiJer stat.es. Rlel'WOOd is the nnst i.Jiportant sance of energy 
as it p:ovides abwt 70 - 80 per oent of the total energy cxnsuaption in 

-- the SlDegim. AIDJal. omsuaption of fuelt.«>Od is estimated at aOO.tt 
200 million Olbic mb:es. 

Of the 17 menbP.r ocuntries of the FrA, all tut five are producers 
of hydro-electricity, the five camtries beiDj Botswana, Djilx:JUti, 

j Iesotbo, SeydJel.l.es arrl Scmll ia. Hydro-electric potential is estimated 
at abwt 106,000 Hf. 'lhe mmtri.es are capable of prodl.ciiq an ClVerclge 
cmamt of nearly 600 bill..ial mi per anrun. "llle an:rent installed 
capacity of hydro-electricity in the subl:egicn is only abc:ut 5,400 Hf, a 
mere 6 per oent of t!le cverall potential. Aa:xmliig to a survey carried 
art: by the Ecxmcmic Qmnissial for Africa (frA), plamed rap-city dn:iDJ 
the 10 year pericxi of 1988-1998 has been estimated at 18,600 Hf. It has 
been estimated also that awraxfnatel.y 72 per rent of the total cm:rent 
installed hydro-electric carecity is in 1.alrbia, Zillbab#e arrl l'bzani>ique, 
prllarily in the Yariba Olm <XIIpl.ex, the cabora Bassa. am. K:Uue 
facilities. 

\ 
I 

) 

In the area of peb:oleum erer:gy, all 1:ut one of the cx:iuntri.es 
(An:Jo].a) are net petrolazn inparters. Exploratim of oil is an CDFin:J 
activity in comtri.es, su~.:b as Ethiq:>ia, Kenya, Mozan:bique, Sanalia, 
Tanzania arxi ZaIIt>ia. ~er, oo major disoovery has been made. 'Ihe 
subi:egim has a total of ten re.fin?ries with installed capacity of a 
little C111er 12,000,000 metric tens. Y.ost of the re.fineries are a.rt:dated 
am are chai:acterized by frequent breala:la.lrn of plant.s am. nachinery, am 
as a result, they are nn111irq well belCM installed capacity. 

'lhe subregion also has l.aI:ge depa;it.s of <Xlal, ootably in 
Botswana, Klzanbique, Argola, Malawi, SNazilan:l, Tanzania, Zalli:>ia ard 
Zinbabwe. Total proven resei:ves are abrut 12.4 billion toos of 
bituminous CXlal., 1 billion ta-13 of sub-bit::umioous roal./lignite am 
2 bi.l..licn talS of i;.eat. Hc1#ever, the transformatioo of these for 
cxmnercial energy rors.mpti.on is CX>nStrained by, inter alia, inadequate 
infl:ast:ructur facilities, high investment cnsts, arrl lack of airf 
cOOerent strategy for the develcpncnt ard ut:il iz.ation of roal. 

Sime 1980, eqbasis is be.inJ p..xt on the need to develq> bianass 
. an:l solar erB:q'f. . 'llle level of R&D in this sector is still .inadequate 
ain most of the t:edlmlogy develq>ed, irci.u::lin:J plant an:l ecpipielt, for 
ererq'f product.ioo are illp:>rted b:aD the develqxrl c:nmt:ries. Sane 
cwntries, such as Ethiq>ia, Kenya arrl Zi..n:babole, are stew.in:} up their 
dcvelqment progranme in the aroa of ~ arrl rerewable sa.irces of energy. 

2. Reqional/natiooal strategies, oojectives ard priorities 

'lhc p~ for the i.nplew..ntation of the Irrlustrial OevclcptY'..nt 
Decade for Africa (I.00\) has p..rt C!ll:ha:;i!:> on the intc>.ff;ification of 
~rch arrl c:k.'Velcprent activitif-:-; n·latPd to c.l<'VelopirrJ altJ">tn1tiv<>, 
IY~.I anJ n:JY-,.r,1hl'~ ::.r'-Hl"l-:; o( ('Jl"IIJY .it th<• n.1t.ion.il, :;i.1h11qinnll <w•I 
l HJ j ()[I, I I I ('II•. I : ; . 
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'Ihe PrA :recognizes that there is a need for regimal/subregional 
ex>-q>eration for prc:nvt.irq the develqinent an:l utilization of bicmass as 
an effective SCJ.D:O? of energy. 'Ihe <hn:il of Mini.st:ers (PrA) , in 
~ the :tlle1'.qy Plan of h:ti..on of the PrA in IJecent>er' 1987, called on 
the Melber states to enc:nirage: 

(a) Reseaxdl an:l deYel.q:ment in new arxl ~e sooroes of energy 
anl specifically ~ the internatimal CX1J111mity to assist 
the Pm mintries in the deYelqaeut anl t:estinJ of pilot 
deslalSliation projects, particularly for biaaess: 

(b) 'lhe exdlan:]e of infODDatioo,ldata an:l tectakH!IOCXmi.c 1l!SU1.ts of 
pilot-scale subregiaia.l co-q>eration in energy prcxb:tion: 

Africa's Priority PJ:cg:cw for F.cxn:IDi.c RscxJYel:y am Devel.q:aeat 
(1986-1990), ~by the Asselbly of Hoods of state of the 
Or:gani.zation of African thi.ty (CWJ) in July 1985, al.so re-iterates that 
"gJ:eater cn-q>erclti<n shoold be fostered aDrDJ Meni>er states in the 
subregicns anl xegicn ~ hanm:nized policies, joint exploitati.cn am 
devel.q::aeut of emr:qf tec:hmlogies, equipnent an:l trai.nirq pro;JLaiiile>." 

3. Pri~r ard Qn:}oirq Ass~ 

In 1985, UNIOO, l.D'Xler the programne for the rroustrial Devel.qm?nt 
Decade for Africz., thra.lgh a project RPJFAF/85/627, _tumed a 
pre-feasibility stmy to examine the tedmi.cal an:l socio-ecx::amic 
viability of generatirq efla'9Y far niral use by iooans of the gasi firaticn 
of agriailtm:al. i:esidues with a view to establish:irq a pilot px:CXJLcmue, 
sh:Juld the stmy prove the ccukpt practicable. It was expected that the 
pilot p:rogranne \.U.lld provide a soon:! data base for the awlication of 
this soo:rce of energy in t-..he P.rA subregicn. Prior to urrlertaki.n:;J the 
study, preliminacy investigations ~ carried rut an:i on the basis of 
the information am statistics made available for the sttrly I Zi.ni:labwe was 
!"clccted as the~ cumtry for the pilot plant. 

Blase II of the project, XA/RAF/88/681, involved, ~alia, the 
.i.nstallaticn of a pilot gasification plant "1hi.c:h llci.'lrl:rl gasifiers, 
JOCXtified ergire generatorr. arrl aoc:illiacy equipielt. 

4. Institutiooal ~..K>rk for Jrdust:rial~ IX?vclcptrnt 

In the Pm cnmtriC5, tllC Gov~ are respcn;ible for 
form..tlat.irx} energy p:>licies arrl prc:qr-amrs. 11part frcm the Ministries bf 
Energy, whidl are the legal agents for e:IVJ.rg'f planninJ, dcvcl~ an:\ 
utilizatioo, there are a ra.mher of p..iblic corporatioos J:'CS1X1l5ible for 
the devel~ of enei:gy resa.iroes, ard, in saoo cases, ad-OOC 
orq;mi.zatioos have been set up to look in+-...o the devel.op!el1t of l'lC'W arrl 
~le erergy rc:-..oo["CC!; for rural needs in partirular. 

Rcgia al irr.ti tut iorG, Q.Jd1 Cl!; tho African Reg iooal Centre for 
f.n:]inoerinj l):?::;ign arrl Mamfacturirq (J'illCflDI) ard the African Regional 
~ fro Tcd1oolo:;y (l\RCI'), a~ al~..o prc:cnt.irq t..cctu-ol<Y:Jical 
<Y!velq:t!Y'.nt in tl~ f>n('ITJY ~n;tor. 

' 

' 

\ 
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PART B PinJOCI' .JIBrIFICATICN 

1. Prd>lems to be .Addressed: 'Ihe Present Sib.Jation 

Energy cangmption is a major .i.rr:licator of soci.o-ecxn:nic 
develqnent. ~in vari.o.is fm:ms is a vital irp.Jt to alD::st all 
lunan activities raJ¥jiJg frcm <XX.lkinj, li<jrt:ilg, heati.DJ, agricultural 
pi:ocb:::t.ial, 1llaDlfacturin: am b:ansport.atiat. "Ibe provision of adecpite 
swJ.y of elle1'9Y is- therefore essential to natialal. develcpuent. 'lhe 
lD!qial enkMDent of elle1'9Y rescuroes aDrOJ the oountr.ies in the PrA 
~ c:xqlled with the gap in energy t.echml.ogy devel.q:uelt provide a 
~ q:parb.mity for submgirnal oo-q.ei.aticn. At the 11011e11t, all the 
Pm cnmt:ries, except Ao]ol.a, .i.qJort their oil ~· It has been 
estimated that, for sane comt:ries, as llllCb as 40 - 50 per cent of 

; foreign exdlaJge eamiDJs ai:e spent on oil~. OJer the years, 
lilllits in the availability of energy reswroes, techmlogi.cal. dlan:Je, 
location, prices ani use of certain fuels have J"JeOOSS;_tat.ed the sean::h 
for new enei:qy altematives in Africa. 

) 

) 

In the rural areas, where access to central pc~ier production is 
limited, devel.opnent of t:echrx:>logies uti.l.i.z.iDJ locally available 
agrialltm:al wlSte is a nea-ssity. In such areas, there is an inc:reas.inJ 
deperrlen::e en diesel ~ auto generators for deoentral.lled power 
~tion neaJed for agrirnltural. (irrigatim, primary prooessinJ, etc.) 
ar OOJselx>Jd uses. "Ibe effective utilizatim of these potential 
resairoes for energy cntld cart:rihite .imueR;ely to achievin.:J 
se.lf-i:eliance in energy am to mini.mizinj saJe of the prcblems associated 
with lM10CXifue1 cx:nsuapti.al am defm:estatim. 

'llie devel.q:ment of new arrl renewable swra?S of energy is a 
practical cptioo of the PrA cnmtri.es, partiall.arly for deo?ntralized 
small-scale energy supplies. 'Ihis sub-sector OCNers solar, wiJXl arrl 
bianass. In the areas of bianass tedlnol031, several ad-hoc stu::lie.s have 
been made arrl there are a few small-scale projects for the a:::mrersion of 
llX>lasS.es into ctharx>l in Kenya, Mauritius, Malawi arrl Zimbab.ie. 

Given the large quantitites of :raw materials available for biana.ss 
product:iai in the subn!gicn, the o:xmcil of Pm Mini.stel:s, at a its 
meet.llg held in Kanptla, U]arxia, in J)>cprrbp_r 1987, en1o:rsed the 
recxmnendati.als of the o:mnittee on Irrlustrial Co-cperatioo, namely that 
PI7\. Menber States sln.tld intensify their efforts in R & D activities, 
testirg arxl in e.stabli.shirq pilot dem::n>ll:atim projects for bianass 
productim. 'lhis is a realistic awroach to alleviate sane of the 
prd>lems of energy. In the subregim, JOOGt Pm oamtri.es do not have 
dauestic rescm:oes of .hydro-caJ::tx: fuels am have large rural cxmu..mities 
locat.ed far crway f:ran the electricity distribiti.oo grid. 'Ihe subnqion, 
l'lawever, ~a variety of crqlS, the agriculblral wastes of Wi.dl 
cx:W.d be oawert.ed into energy. SUch crqJS llci.u:Je barley, beans, 
coffee, OODl, maize, cottal, gramjnlt, su:Jar cane arrl ~t. 

Z~ has a wide variety of the mjor c:rcp; used in bianass 
productioo. 'Ihe <nDltry has adequate infrastroctm:e, i.rci.txlID} a ~11 
developed electricity distrib.Iti.oo grid. Like other PrA Melber States, 
the cnmtry has a larqc perocntage of itn pqmation in the rural are.a!> 
ard the rural a::mtunities nood <!I'teI'CJ'I to ~rt agria.Iltur.il <nYl r:rr.111 
inJw;try activitic~·;_ 1lv! nujor rural ''rv•n:JY <:nrr;urr.-.. r;. ar-P f;ull'V'r-:"; • .. 1ho 
rll .. d tn ir-riq,1lt~ ti..~ f.uminJ 1i,.)d:; <1111 111.-\.•1L1h· pn•! imin.iry pn,..·i~;·;irq 
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of their harvest. fllergy cxnsunro is mainly diesel oil whim is usOO. to 
fire diesel erqines arxi generators arrl al.so boilers for steam prcrluction. 

h.;Jricult:ural product.iai is carriErl a.rt: by szrall holders, privately 
owned cx::mnerci.a1 farms ani large state faDIS ~ and qJeratEd by the 
hjria.tltural and Rllral Develq:ment Authority (ARDI') • 'Ihe market.in:} of 
c::rq:s is dclle by and t:tuxujl the Grain Marlcet.inJ Board {Gm) • 
Agrirultural crcps are delivered tD Gm depots t.lhere, as in the case of 
qn:mrlrut, they are shelled or, as in the case of mm and mffee, they 
are partially pnioessed, ~ hJSks and pardmant. It is estimated 
that the cnmtcy prodl.res awroximatel.Y 640,000 talS of cxm1, 12,000 t:cns 
of g:romdrJ.Jt: and l.0,000 tens of mffee. 'Ihis themfore means that the 
a:xmtcy has an adeqJate Stgliy of agricultural. residues sel.ectEd for the 
pilot progrw, namely coffee, lms'ks, gram3mt shells and oam-ccbs.-
'lhese agricultural. wastes are easily <Xlllected in the cenb::al. depot of \ 
Qm and ARDA. 'lbe annmts of waste 1'0adi.ly available for pilot )ilase are 
160 talS of cmn och;, 960 tcns of mffee bllsks fitm the Banket depot of 
Qm, ani 600 tcns of gniun:1mt shells frclll the Clevel.ani IBm depot of am 
(see pre-feasibility sto:ly). 

z~ bas sane capabilities in bianass gasificatim 
t.echoology. A ~ of cx::mnerci.a1 gasificaticn experien:x? is the NEI 
OX:hrane ErxJineerin:J (pvt) Ltd. , in Harare. 'llris cx:mpany has devised 
and sold a n.miler of coke an:i anthracite gasifiers for rural use. It 
also mai:kets -wood/chanx>al, gasifiers with~ gas cleaner systens. 
Nevertheless, a bianass gasi:fier capable of ~.llq t:be tbree selected 
agricultural. :residues has oot been devel.q>ed. - NE:I ax:mane ~ 
and other cxn:plLati.ms in z.i:nbab.ie have eqnipnent fabricatirl} 
capabilities and facilities. NEI Qx::hrane has, in fact, expressed 
interest in participat:inJ in the delfelopoont of a small agricultural 
waste gasifier utilizinJ, in partio.llar, maize cxb. 'Ihe c:xmpany is 
interested in the SUfPly of equ.4'mmt and in lllakirq available local 
experts tD train equipient users. It should be neitiooed that this 
CClIP1JlY has adequate fabricatin;J facilities. 

'lhe pre-foasibility stlrly for a gasification plant rosoo on 
agrirultural waste was ck:n? b'j UNIDJ. A detailed analysis was carried 
rut of the structure of the agri • ll.t:m:al systen, iooans of dispa;al of 
agria.lltural wastes, piysical/dnnical prqJert.ies, analysis of the 
agria.lltural rcsi.du£>s to be used a::; f~ for gasifiers, etc. c~ 
ccpy of pre-feasibility report). A pilot \.Dlit was fourrl nca:ssary for 
on-line cxploratioo of the viability of convertirq agriatltural "'"<l..r;te; to 
mxnanical aro;or electric cnertJY. It was ootro that the agriru.ltural 
w:i..,rtcs available with suit."'lble tcdmical arrl eo:n::mic characteristic; for 
use as gasifier feeds \rlere rom--cct6, roffoe husks/parctarcnt arrl 
grairdra.rt: shells. For flexibility to ~ly a ranJe of demaros us liq a 
lDlit of ally ooe size, for reliability of rural servire am ability to 
qJeratc as high m overall efficierq as practicale, a m:::xiular system 
with a capacity of 50 JGra1 net electricity rut:p.Jt was also prcposcd. 'Ule 
preferred locatioo of the pilot p~ was the Nijo l-:statc$ '1Nhid1 by 
itmlf prOOin.>s 1600 talS of mrn per annum (awroxirntely 160 talS of 
cch:;) am ~ an average of 38 my per ha.Ir al 1 year ra.m. . '!he 
~te beirq only 30 km fran Harare h""i:. a convc>nient aco:v.--.5 to !;p<lre 
P.'Hi°.I'., cnrr.urr;1h 1 ~, ilrd trarr;p:Jrt ~;trm-;. 
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'llu:o.lgh project XA/RAF/88/681 - caoonst:ration progranrre on the use 
of i.rrli.gernus bianass rescm:ces for ireeti.nj energy needs Rlase II - D..Q 

gasifiers -were installed. 1he gasificaticn technique is to be used to 
cxrIVert agrirult:ural residual wastes {a:>m-cx:bs, gramch'aJt shell arrl 
coffee b.lsk:s) int.o useful fonns of erergy. 'Ihis technique involves the 
partial <DJblsticn of solid feedstock to produce a c:xmi:lustible gas Wi.dl, 
after awrqriate filt.erlnj an:l cl.eansi.~, can be used directly in an 
eDjine/generator am;or en;Jine/pmps. 'lhi.s partirular process is 
~te, because the feedstock is available at relatively la.r or zero 
oasts. Ideally, the pilot projl'.W facility shool.d have aa:ess to 
selected f.al'.lll waste. With this tec:hoology, the design of equipnent for 
gasi tirati.cn units is rXJt very cmpl irated arrl sane aspects of the 
equipnent -were fabricated locally. In aaliti.cn, this te.chool<XJY is 
ocnsidel.'ed caild be awrqri.ate, because of the relatively l<M capital 

J cost .involved am the level of skills nq.rlJ:ed for q>eraticn airl 
~ of the plant. 

) 

) 

Altbcn)b the gasifiers have been fully installed, there is a need 
to initiate intensive tedmical cperaticn arrl test.in:J of the gasifiers 
with a view to: 

(a) inticatilg the q>ei:a.tirnal an:J/or new design mcxlificatirn, if 
neoessaxy, for q>ei:a.tim with different feErlstock available in the 
subregi.cn: ani deter.m.inirq lorq-tem q>eratIDJ characteristics 
umer prevail.in:J o:n:litions; 

(b) train a cadre of local tedmicians in the q>eratim am 
maint.matx:e of the gasifiers so that they, in tum, will train 
others, when the gasifiers fim wide-spread awliratioo; 

(c) Orrlertake a survecy/eval.uation of the gasifiers to de~ the 
viability of the gasifiers in the subregion arrl assist the 
GoveI:I1Dents in developin:J ~for the local maruifacturc of 
the gasifiers arrl rural awlicatirn of the energy gery>..ratcd. 

2. 

(i) 

Expected Errl of Project Situation 

'lbe project will provide a basis of agoin:J tedmical co-q:icration 
am::n.J the cx:xmtries in the Pm subregi.cn in that the 
techrn-ec.xn:mic viability of the gasifiers will be validated in 
these cnmtries. 

{ii) 'llle ~ticn on the design of the ga5ifier, ircltrlinJ arrt 
DXtificatioo to be made will be disseminated to otmr inte.~ 
Menber states with a view to erm.iragL""q further the 10C31 
man.tfacturn an::l use of these gasifiers. 

(iii) As already :iniicated, there is an i.oc:roasilq deperdcrc.e en 
diesel-powered auto generators for dcocntrali?.cd ~generation 
needed for agricultural an:l hcx.lschold uses. l~Jcr, given the 
foreign~ ronstraints in most of the!".c camt:rie!;, the 
develq:mmt and wide-spread use of the gasifierr. in the rural 
zcctor will a:nst:ril:ute to 

o::>rt:'":,i'?V irq foreign exdlil1¥.J<? ~nt on i rrt:nrt HJ f 1 Y' l ; arr J 
adi i '~ fr,J .i CP.rt ;1 in d'"'Jn·.,, of ~;,. · lf -p• J i, un • in rn ·r 'fY. 
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3. Tal:qet Beneficiaries 

'Ihlnlgh this project, Nijo Estates, where the pilot progra:iare is 
located, will be the direct beneficiary cf technical assi.staoce provid.€rl 
by UNIOO "4ri.ch will enable it to use nme efficiently the agria.lltural 
wastes for ererq'f production. 

'lhe delasLLaticn prcgramne will also ™ other crq> prooessi.N:J 
estates in rural Zi~. 'Ille pilot qasificaticn techoology will also 
be dea1Sl:l'.ated for participants fraa other PrA lDE!li>er camtries arxi 
pc.p.ll.ari.zed in the nn:al areas of the subregicn. 

4. Project strategy ani Institutimal ~ 

'lbe project will be iDplenented tmoJ:]b the Hini.stiy of ~, 
water Reswroes am Develq:.ment in c:o-operati.cn with Kijo ~te/ARli\
'lhe pilot deslrn;t:zatim;tests will also be carried cut for participants 
frail other Pm oxantries am the test results will be made available to 
them t:hrc:oJli the Kinistr:y of F.nergy. 

'lbe tedmi.ca1 repent at the pilot denr:nsLLaticn gasifier pIO!Jl'.dlllDe 
will be uti 1 i ?.Ed by other .interested Mem:ler states in the subraprn for 
prcm:Jti.ooal activities in their respective cnmtries. 

'1be project will be baclcstcwed by IIQ'fI'PjBl'. 'lhe respective 
roles of the intemat:imal e.xperts an:l the experts of the c:xnsultiD'.} 
fiJ:ms will be det:em:i.ned by WIOO after :m.rt:ual. disolSSims am~ 
at the initial stage of project ilzplementaticn with regard to each of the 
project rutputs. 

5. Reason for UNIOO's assistance 

Riase I arrl Rl3Se II of this project~ financ.00 ard executed by 
UNIOO. 'Ihe la\lI'rlliJq of H.idSo'.: TIT ~d involve SClle foreign e.xd1ange 
reso..iroes wch have 1X1t been 1:::u:lgeted for by the Government in their 
devel.q:ment b.D:Jet. UNIOO's assi.sta.ln? in the project will :mainly be in 
the fom of 'Jld>ilizing internationally available experiera! an:l expertise 
in the subject of gasificatioo, ~ a:mnetcial. mmfacturers ard 
researdl am devel.qnent centres with aa:im1lated tedmi.cal la"¥:M-bJW an:i 
awrcpriate prototype equipnent, utilizing eJq>eri~ gain;rl in other 
internatiooal. pilot projects ard t:rainirq progrannes arrl for 
co-ottlinat.irq the project with~ aq>irq activities. UNIIX> will also 
play a crucial role in utilizing the pilot prCXJtatme results top~ 
cxmnercial m~acb.Ire of the gasifiers for :rural use in the subregion. 

6. Special o:>nside~:ations 

'Ihe cnmtries of the Pm subregioo rely oo the use of woodfuels 
for CXXlki.rq, heat.in:J' am lightirq. '!he rapid depletion of forest 
reserves ard the n!Oent d.rcujht wdl diminished the subregion's 
agricultural outp.rt: arrl throawro:i its ability to feed its popilation, 
have raised dalbt.s on the rationale of utilizin;J ~uel ard 
s~ the need to develcp other 5a.lrces of cnel.'W· '!he 
<level~ of rew arrl rerewablc ~ of energy is a ~lJor anl 
practical <:pt.ion for tile a:xmtri<":"; of the !";Uhrojion arrl i!; in lim with 



) 

) 

) 
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the Nai.J:d:>i Plan of Action on the develcprent and •rt:ilization of new am 
renewable sa.u:oes of enerqy. 

'lhe project also aims at prcnotin:J tedmi.t:al cx:>-q>eration aD:nJ 
develqrlnq camt:ries, TCIX:, in that technical Jcoowl~experienoe gained 
will be tested ani be ClR)licable elsewhere in the Sllbn'gicn, peJ:haps with 
diffexent feedst:oc1cs. 

7. O>-ordination .Agrrarq:ments 

'lbe project will establish links with other projects en rural 
erer.qJ develcpne11t (utilizin:.J agri.cult:ural wast.e/WOOd waste f:roa 
sawmills) in the subregicn. Info:rmaticn am data c:xmpiled by expert-:; of 
these projects <XJul.d be useful as bada;rourd infcn:maticn far the 
i.nt:ematimal. expert am expert cxnsul.tinj fina W¥> are expected to 
umertake field trials am a market survey urmr this project. 

8. ~ SUg?ort capacity 

"lhe GoveDJDent of z~ of Dlel."gY, water Resam:es an:i 
Devel.cp:teut, in co-cperatim with ARDA/Nijo F.states, will provide the 
sheds far the gasifier pilot plant arrl aid l«>Dc services. 'lhe Nijo 
F.state is also cap.IDle of produc.irg adequate agricultural waste as raw 
110.terial :irpit.s for the gasifiers. 

'lbe develqm:nt cbjective is to adrieve in:::r:eased self-sufficiency 
in ererg'f sua>].y, partiall.arly in the rural sector, thereby 1.-edncing the 
PrA subregicn' s depen:leire on illp::>rt.ed fuel arrl cxnservirq foreign 
~-

1. 

2. 

'lb validate the feasibility of the pilot gasificatim t.edmology 
to CDWert agricultural waste into enei:gy with a view to prcnotin:J 
its wide-spread utilizatioo thrtuJhcm: the PrA subregi.oo. 

'lb increase the capabilities of the tedurl.cal. ani maintenanoe 
persoonel of the pilot deuxrzsb:atim progranme \lilo ~d al.so 
serve as trainers when the t.edmolCXJY is awlied ~ in the 
subregioo. 

OOJRJJS 

1.1 

A fully operatiaial dem:nsb:ation gasification pLUJtanne in 
the Pm. sub~ (gasifiers~ installe:i durirq Iiiase II 
of the project) 

Activities 

Assigrm?nt of experts to cany 
rut the ~ioned project 
activities 

st.art 
(Jl'Ol'lth) 

1 

Dlration 
(m:>nths) 

1 

1. 2 Pn:·p.1r.1tior1 of :;11b-o>ntr.<.:t f<w 
] or·;i] '·n Ji r,. • ·r i r.1 n ttp 111y to 
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Activities start D-lra!:ion 
(IOOllth} (roonths) 

assist project persaP!lel in 
cxn:Juct:.inJ tests (e.g. gas 
analysis) an:l t.o DXlify exi.sti.n:.1 
gasifier design t.o suit local 
cxnliticns 

1.3 Organi.zatiCll of test.inJ progranme 2 2 
m:lmirg planni.nJ of fUel. 
collecti.Cll, transport.atiC11, 
treatnett an:l storage; pattern 
of data collectiCll an:l metho-
dology of analysis t.o be cble 

1.4 lllplenentaticn of test.inJ 4 cx:ntinJaJs 
prograume; this involves runnin:.J 
of gasifiers with the different 
feedstocl<S, analyzirg the gas 
outpit mainly far tar ccotents, 
mxli:fyin:J feed prepai.atiai am;or 
gasifier t.o reduce tar content, 
cx:n:1uctin:J ;LC03-te.nn operation 
with fUll load t.o reo:>rd 
operatinJ dlaracteristics an:l 
developin:J "best practice" 
operatiCll an:l ~ pro-
oedures 

1.5 Developnent of design m::x:li.f i- 6 10 
cations 

1.6 Train local pe.rsamel in the 2 OJl1ti.raJ.s 
operation an:::i naintenace of 
the tedlool<XJf 

Ortplt 2 

A report rontaini.rq description of the design arrl fabrication of 
the qasificatioo t.echoolCXJY, the characteristics of q?eratioo of the 
gasifiers im.i.cati.n:{ the design m:xlif ications necessary for optinal 
fuoct.iooni.rq with the different a<jTiatl.tural reso.n:oes/foo:!stock; 
ea:n::e5 c analysis/data of the field trial of the tedlool<XJY. 

Activities 

2.1 Assigrmart: of experts, prepara
tion of f ~rk to carry rut 
project a;:;tiviti~ 

2.2. <nrpile information on de:Gign/ 
fabrication ard mxlific.ation of 
the <Ja!i if i er t:cduY>l <YJY, tl1c 
pr.o:Juction ptTX~;:-; arYl <Hl'f oth<•r 
v,1riation c\lr: .. J<~""l d11r irq tl11· 
proj1d Jjf .. 

sta:...-· -... 
(ronth) 

1 

4 

DJration 
(ronths} 

1 

' 

• 



) 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5 
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Activities 

O>llect ard analyse dat.a ard 
prepare tedln:>-ecxn:mic analysis 
on the desigr\ffabricatioo or 
mdi.ficatioo process ard field -
trials of the t.echoology 

Inve.sti.gate the vbbility of 
the t:e.choology in other Menber' 
states, partirularly in the rural 
ai:eas 

start 
(IOOllth) 

4 

6 

Prepare detailed i:epcn.t 10 
~all the tedmical 
dlaracteristi.cs: ecxn:nic analysi5 
am viability of the tedux>logy, 
in::l.n:linj i:ecxmnematicns for 
future nmificaticns 

D..rration 
( ll'Ol'lths) 

12 

6 

6 

A reµ?x:t oo mat:ket..inf""survey and potential for the local 
lI011Ufacture of gasifiers in the subregion. 

Act:.i.vi.ties start On:ation 
(mrt:h) (m::int:hs) 

3.1 Assigrmer.t: of experts to carry 
art: project activities for the 

6 1 

real i satioo of rutp.It 3 

3.2 Cbnsultaticns an1 discussions 8 1 
of tedioology with ~ 
an9.ll.tin;J cx::mpany/cxntractor; 
review an:l analyse data oo 
tedioology I llci.n:linJ design 
am use of feedstock 

3.3 O>llect ard analyse other 8 2 
relevant data 

3.4 Investigate the market for 6 2 
ena-gy prcx:1ucts by gasifiers 

3.5 Coosul.t with potential entre-
p:reneurs/~ firms 
to dete.nn.ine pot'mtial. for lcca.1. 

14 2 

ma: .lfac..ture Of gasifien: 

3.6 Prepare report on market.irq 14 
sux:vey ard potential for further 
inv~ in the gasifier 
techool<XJY 
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OUtprt: 4 

A oore of eleven q?&atim ard maintenance r....rsonnel trained in 
all aspects of gasifier q>eratim, nari.torin:J, ergine maintenance, fuel 
preparati.cn, load cxue:::t.im ard mm;iement of overall q?eratims. 

kti.vities 

4 .1 Assigl'm:!Slt of same experts/ 
cxntractor as for cutplt 1 ard 
short-tem. cxnsul.tant to ocnid: 
local en-the-job t:rainin;J 

4 .2 . Design of t:raininJ p:tXXJrdDIIe 
based al level Of pasawiel. ard 
experieD:es durin;J design ard 
noiificaticns and field trials 
of tedlrx>logy 

4.3. lilpleneit/c:xnb;t trainin:J 
progranmes ard group trainin:J 
for ~.ip:mts ftan other 
cruntries 

I. GaVenJment Irprt:s 

start 
(JOOllth) 

1 

2 

3 

D.Jration 
(llalths) 

2 

At the en:i of phase II of the project, the national cnmteJ:parts, 
Department of Enexgy of the Ministcy of Energy, water Resow:oes arrl 
Developielt (OOE) am the Agrirultural Rln'al Develcprent Authority 
(AROt\), have, in principle, agreed en provi.dirq the follc:Miiq inplt:.s: 

(i) Facilities 

Ibysical sb:Ucb.Ires will re pn:Nided to hwse the installed 
plants (these have already been a1Joost CCEpleted), a shed will be 
wilt for fUel storage, office space is be.irg prepared at the site 
for project staff. 

(ii) Personnel 

Arulr\ will provide fCljI" artisans, in:lu:lirq an erqine 
JOOChani.c arrl an electrician as trainees, as well as a project 
oo-ordinator, and cne ~ frcm the estate will be as.signed to 
the project. OOE will provide ale trainee arrl the project 
manager. 'lbese assi91ments will be for the duration of the 
project. 'lhe Government will also identify cardi.dates for the 
p:ist. of a project director ard a statistician. 

(iii) Services 

ARIY\ arrl OOE will jointly pruvit:ie tl"?•r,portation arrl 
organizatialal services, as nccesr ... - ·· .o collo:;t.ion, 
delivery arrl storage of the varia.. · , to l~ u:.rd in th<' 
~tirYJ Pn:XJratm'e. Urr.ki l l rd labo · _., -., 1 :·n t .... ~ prnv i<k'(l. 

' 
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II. llNIOO Irp.Ics 

BL Item lD/lD IB$ 

ll-00 Expert in gasificaticn techrn- 7 63,000 
logy (CTA) ; split missiais as 
foll<MS: 
Dalth 1 - 3 
Dalth 7 - 8 
Dalth 15 - 16 

Sbort-t:enn experts for the 1.25 
pr:epa.ratim of the test.inJ 

12,000 

pi::o:JldDlle am tJ:ainiiq of 
i cperat.o:rs am DmXet survey , 

15-00 Project travel (statistician) 4,000 

16-00 staff travel.: 2 missials to 8,500 
Haram· of me week durat:i.ai 
each, me ~ m:nth 2 for 
plannin;J of testiJq PLOJl'.dllile, 
organi.zaticn of all inpits an! 
t:rain.iDJ of cperato:rs 

17-00 Natiooal. expert (project director) 16 24,000 _.,-
Nat.imal. expert (statistician/ 6 9,000 
marketinJ expert) 

21-00 ~ with local. eRJi.neer:in:J 6 30,000 
finn for prov5.sion of services, 
as necessary, duri.n:J test.inJ; for 
harvester JDCXti.ficaticn to enable 
easier c:ollecticn of c:mn-cx:ilS1 
am design m:dificati.als of 

) gasifier for fuel and local 
marufacturin;J cxnlitioos 

32-00 GzoJp tra.inID:J programue (Study tour) 5,000 

) (i) Roorrl trip air ticket for 1,500 
five at an avarage of US$300 
(ii) Per. cliems for five 3,500 
participants for 7 days at US$100 

41-00 Experrlable equipnent (e.g. erqine 
oil, diesel, cables and other 

10,000 

haniware, baskets, hand tools, 
protective clothes, water, 
filter an:l cl~ material, 
fuel for transport, etc.) • '!his 
is deemed ~"for cx:intin-
uous cperation of the pilot 
programne in case there is sare 
delay in Governrrcnt inpJt 
delivery 
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BL Item 

42--00 Non-expenjable eqni.pnent 
( cx:mp.rt:er/printer, low voltage 
starter, pcM!r cable, electrical 
cx:mp:nents, spare parts) 

51-00 Mi.scPJ ] aneaJS 

E. RISK 

nVm US$ 

20,000 

3,000 

188,500 

~ suooess of the test mns to be carried mt un:E: this project 
depems en the ocntiDJous SlJR?ly of agria.Jlt:ural waste aid other 
c:xnsuaebles for the ~tial of the gasi ticati.cn tedlmlogy. Failure to 
provide these cxnld disrupt the inple1e11t:aticn of the project. 

~ likelibocxi of this oc:x:urin:J is miniml, as the GcNen"lllent bas 
made provisi.cn for tbe sui;:pl.y of a m.i.ninJm of 49 tms of oom cxbs, etc. 

F. PRICR OBLIGATICR> AND ~ 

~ Goveument of z~ shalld identify the mmteJ:part staff 
to be assigned to the pnrject and will infonn UNIIX> ·of the names of the 
<nmt&part staff pirar to the assignement of the intematimal. expert. 
~ project docunent will be signed by tJNIIX> aid UNIOO's assistaooe to 
the project will be provided ooly, if the prior cbligaticns stip.1lated 
above have been met to UNIOO's satisfactiat. · 

'!he project shall be subject to evaluation in aa:ordarre with the 
policies and proadires established for this p.u:pcGe by UNIOO. Upcn 
succes.<;ful cxmpletim of the project, UNIIX> will review the reports to • 
detennire further technical assistance needs for the local mamfact:ure of 
the gasifiers in the subregion. 

H. llJIXZ.rS 

• '1he project b...rlget sheets are attached. 
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k6t title: 

Dn:aticn: 

Dlte i:equired: 

Dlty statim: 

Purpose of project: 

Dlt.ies: 
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Annex II 

Expert in qasificatim tedlnology 

7 nart:bs split missim 

JunefJuly 1990 

Harare, zj~, with possible travel to other 
nei~ PIA cnmtries 

(i) To validate the feasibility of the pilot 
gasificatim t:ec::ln:>logy to cx:nvert agri.a.lltural. 
waste into energy with a view to prcmJtinJ its 
wide-spread utj 1 j zatioo thra.¥Jhcut the Pm 
subrogi~. 

(ii) To increase the capabilities of the 
technical arrl naintenaooe personnel of the pilot 
dem:Jnstratim PIU3Lanne 'Who W'CUl.d also serve as 
trainers "\t.hen the tedloology is awlied elsewhere 
in the subregim. 

'1he e.xpert will be respmsible for the 
ox:ganizatim am iDplementaticn of the testirg 
p~ of the installed pilot plants. 

In partia.il.ar, he will: 

1. Prepam a detailed progranme for testirg the 
installed plants, ilx:luiin; planninJ for 
ex>llectinJ agria.il.tural residues a5 fUel; 
specification of paraJOOt:res to be m:nitore:l; 
methcxiology for data a>llection; testirg 
sdl€dule; etc. 

2. Prepare guidelires for the cperation of the 
gasifiers; 

3. Prepare guidelires for performance analysis; 

4. SUpervise an:l assist in cxniuctin3' test nulS 
of the gasifiers with the different 
feedstocks; 

5. Liaise with subocrn:ractor (local ergi.ncerirg 
finn) en the develqm?nt of design 
nxxtif icatioo; 

6. Together with the statistician arrl short-term 
consultant on marketjpif, review arrl analy-.:.e 
data on the gasifier to:::hnol<Y:JY arrl the 
nHrket situation for C'IY!.?Tff pnxluct:!; by 
q.1~;i f i0r.;; 
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7. Design an:l cx:n:iuct trainirg p~ for 
teduri.cal q>erators; 

8. Prepare, in mllahoratian with the other 
experts and local ~ f:inn, a 
detailed report a:ntainllg all the tedmical 
characteristics, ecxxmi.c analysis and 
viability of the tedlmlogy, .i.Ici..Wing 
:recxmnematicns for future JOOdi.fication; 

9. Ckganize and iliplement a groop traininJ 
progranme/denotslLatian programne Yn the 
gasifier tecilnology; 

10. Prepare a quarterly report an:l t:ermin:4. .. 
report on the project ilipleuentation. 

An ~ ();!gzee or equivalent with 
e.xperi.~ in pyrolite gasification. 

~lish 

-. 
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Rist. ti.t-.l.e: Natiooal. expert (project director) 

16 DOltlJS 

. / JunefJuly 1990 

~of project: 

nrt:ies: 

Qlalificat.iais: 

JiUllJIJ,;tlJ<~ ?l'<pli JT'!ll"IT1 :;: 

(i) "lb validate the feasibility of the pilot 
gasification t:.edlmlogy to crnvert agrkul.tm:al 
waste into energy with a view to pranotiJl:J its 
wide-spread uti J ization thrmghoot the ~ 
subregion. 

(ii) To iJx::rease the capabilities of the 
tedmi.cal am mai.nt:enance persamel of the pilot 
demTJsl1ation progranme \thlo ~d also serve as 
.trainers lilheJt the technology is applied el.ssilhere 
in the subregion. 

1. As natianal project director, the elCpert 
will be :resp::nsible for nd>ilizinJ all 
local inpits for the test.inJ prtXJLdDlle ani 
identify ani select the local crew to carry 
art: the full progranme; 

2. He will assist the international expert in 
gasification technology in the o~tian 
am .i.npleoontation of the test.inJ pi::cxp:amxe 
on the installed :>ilot plants; 

In partirular he will: 

(i) SUpeJ:vise the nmn.in:J of the ~ifiers with 
different feedstoc:k analysi.I¥J the gas 
artprt:, DO:iifyi.I¥J feed preparation arrl/or 
gasifier based on the analysis; 

(ii) O:upile information on the desigrV 
fabricatioo am. m:xlif ication of the 
gasifier techrology, the productim process 
ani aey other variatim develqxrl duriJ'g 
the project life; 

(ill) Together with the other eJq)ert, prepare a 
report on the technical characteristics of 
the progranme ard make recxmnerrlatioos for 
future iirp:rovem?nts. 

Degree in agrirultural CIYJincerill:l with 
cxpcri~ .in the <:iperation of pyrolit.e 
gasification t:P.i".:hnol O'JY 

, 



ANNEX n - Sf ATISTICIAN's JOB DESCRIPTION 



DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES FOR THE STATISTICIAN FOR THE DEMONSTRATION 
PROGRAMME ON THE USE OF INDIGENOUS BIOMASS RESOURCES FOR MEETING 
ENERGY NEEDS: PROJECT XA/RAF/90/602 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Post title: National Expert (statistician/marketing expert) 

Duration: 6 man-months, subject to conditions of Agreement 

Date required: January 1, 1991 

Duty Station: Harare, Zimbabwe 

Purpose of Pro1ect: 

DUTIES 

To validate the feasibility of the pilot
gasification technology to convert agricultural 
waste into energy with a view to promoting its 
widespread utilisation throughout the PTA 
subregion. 

A. Overall survey of agricultural wastes and related issues in 
PTA countries. 

B. Detailed survey of agricultural wastes and related issues in 
Zimbabwe. 

The following topics/issues will be considered in the survey: 

1. The agricultural wastes that have been identified in the 
Demonstration Programme are: 

maize cobs; 
groundnut shells; 
coffee husk; 
appropriate alternative wastes mdy ~e suggested. 

Quantities of available wastes dnd sedsOn<llity: 

Methods of rir·oduction and handling: 

agricultural practices af feet i n'J the product ior. of 
agricultural wastes; 

Geographical distribution: 

SertlP.mP.nt r~ttP.rns: 

as they C:tffect production and use of d<Jricul turcll wastes, 
including main types of settlement:, typical activities 
and development trends; 

Alter-native u:;e:; of the waste:;: 

related to tlie geo<Jrc1phiccJI <.1nd :;1~t tl1'.1111~1it 1><1t.U~r11:.;, 
:;ub:;titut1011 1:u:_;t_:;, :;or:10 c:ultllr-.il t.ic:t_rJI·:; f~tr:. 



7. Preparation of the waste to meet gasification requirements: 

physical requirements. transport and storage needs; 

8. Power distribution patterns: 

main grid; 
present location and use of diesel powered units and 
other power sources; 

9. Futur~ trends; 

10. Other relevant data; 

~ Identification of potential fiites for gasification; 

demand for power and characteristics of the demand; 
availability and nature of existing power; 
socio-economic aspects (briefly); 
viability of gasification, availability of revenue; 
financing and infrastructure; 
potential for further investment in gasifier technology; 
possible way(s) of introducing the new technology. 



ANNEX E - TRAINING PROGRAMME 



1 

TRAINING PROGRAMME 

The producer gas technique is new to most of the developing countries and 
normally aiming at installation and operation in rural areas where the level of 
education and training can be expected to be lower than for the country in general. 
Technical assistance may also not be available. All together, this further stresses the 
importance of genuine training. 

The milestones of the training conducted at the project, mainly during the third 
phase, together with the experience gained, has guided the foliowing frames for a 
training progranme to be adopted or form guidelines for similar activities 
implemented in the future. 

The guidelines below are based upon the actual level of the staff available for 
this project (phase rhree ), but experience from similar activities in other developing 
countries have influenced, as well. 

1. Initial training 

All staff, preferably including additional staff to compensate for drop-out: 

- Introduction of the technique, purpose of the project, what we want to achieve, 
how and when. 

- Explanation of the function of the plant and the respective component in brief, 
if possible both theoretically and practically. 

Give the staff an opportunity to actively take part in the installation and 
commissioning. Normally the m~nufacturcr, or qualified experts will then be 
present. 

- Presentation and going through the manufacturer's instructions and manuals on 
site. 

Risks and hazards with producer gas plants - precautions. 

- Check-up of reception am.I understanding. 

All the above mentioned gives valuable information for the following training 
and for recruitment and delegation of responsibilities. 

Besides the installation, the pre-initial training should he given a minimum of 
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one week. 

The organiz.ation of the staff should be clear by now, especially in tenns of 
responsibilities, to assure a<l.:quate future training and of "right man". 

The following section applies to all staff as well. It should be stressed also, that 
the managers must fully understand the function and practical operation of the plant. 

- Initial operation of the plant under qualified supervi!;ion. 

- Stating 1esponsibilities and obligations regarding the actual, practical and daily 
work. 

- Presentations and going through safety regulations/i.1structions. 

- Following of the manufacturers instructions and manuals and working out ~og 
books. Find practical routines for keeping the log books. 

- Carry out a complete service of the plant (i.e all maintenance mentioned in the 
manuals, except overhauls of the ::ngine). 

2. Service and maintenance 

Introductory course 

This section applies to all operators and relevant parts to include managers a'i 

well and should be carried out by experienced and qualified people at a very early 
stage of the project, but when the staff is somewhat familiar with the equipment. (The 
first oil change could be a guidance.) 

Maintenancl! can never be stressed enough. Consequently, all the activities 
should be stopped and all the managers be actively involved to really emphasize the 
importance. 

- What is maintenance and why maintenance? 
To be explained by local staff in a "local language". 

- Exemplify maintenance and lack of maintenance, consequences - practically 
and in terms of money (early, high spare consumption and production loss). 

A separate/parallel course, at this stage, for managers down to chief 
operators is highly recommended, whereby the following is worked out: 

- cost of scheduled maintenance and spares; 
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- monitoring/accounting of scheduled maintenance, repairs and spares and 
budgeting for the sam~; 

- economic consequences/financial analysis caused by production loss, 
additio:ial major overhauls and shorter lifetimes; 

- routines and monitoring for the service and maintenance is worked out; 
- organization, responsibilities and incentives to make it work; 
- presentation of the course and findings to the rest cf the staff. 

- Apply the above to the actual plant/activity. 
Log books, manuals, service routines, daily, weekly, monthly etc and work out 
routines that works independently of the level of the staff. 

- Organize the staff accordingly. 

General course in service and maintenance 

This course should be carried out soon after the general course and be 
supervised by the proje~ manager and a qualified engineer with experience from the 
actual field. All staff down to operators should be attending the course and the plant 
consequently shut down to stress the importance. 

- General use of hand tools, including storekecping. 

- "Bolts and screws". 
Torques, practical demonstration of the strength of different threads and sizes, 
rusted and clean threads, matching threads etc. 

- Flanges, lids and gac;kets - basic theory and practical handling. 
(Very important for a producer gas plant and this section applies as much to the 
managers.) 

- Handling of gaskets and their repair and suhstitutes. 

- Loose holts and nuts - consequences and maintenance routines. 
The same comment, as in the bracket above, applies. 

- Apply the above to the actual plant and operation. 
This sounds very simple, but the experiences prove that loose, m1ssmg or 
wrongly tightened bolts and gac;kets can cause severe damage to the equipment. 

- General engine maintenance. 

- Maintenance of the gas cleaning equipment. 
This is a very important part and detrimental to the lifetime and performance 
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of the engine and the consequences must be made clear to the operators. 

- General maintenance of all the components of the plar.t. 

- Log books. routines and responsibilities for the service and maintenance. 

Applied service, repair and maiotenancc courses 

With time, when the first repairs occur and a picture of the "weak spots" (of 
both plant and staff) begin to crystallize, shorter courses with relevant staff should 
be carried out, emphasizing the experiences gained. 

- Go back to the manuals and try to find out when the malfunctioning started and 
what has caused it and why. What could have been done and what to do now? 
This will stress the importance of good record keeping and stimulate the staff. 

- Train the staff in the relevant field. 
The training will, by now, likely be more applied to specific fields, like engine 
overhaul, repairs and manufacturing of simpler parts (substitutes for the filters 
used etc.). 

- Stress and train the staff to look into possibilities to improve, modify or use 
other methods, local material etc. 

Besides formal/organized courses the management should continuously follow 
up and train the staff in service and maintenance. 

3. Monitoring 

The monitoring applies to all levels a'!~ c;tages and depends on the activity and 
expected \JUtcome. However, general monitorini like logbooks on daily operation, 
service, maintenance etc applies to any operation, as earlier indicated. 

The importance of keeping accurate and cor.,in•!c~s records seems to be very 
difficult to implement. A lot of information for the R&D is hereby lost. 

The first log books to be opened arc on service and maintenance. This book 
should show what and when done and by whom, what used/replaced. The store 
keeper should keep records on the equivalent spares used and in stock. 

To be able to follow the maintenance instructions, there must be a log book on 
the daily operation. 
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For this type of adivity a daily log sheet is very important. The records should 
cover hours operated, in and outputs, temperatures, pressure drops, feedstock used 
etc. These log sheets give very valuable information for the evaluation of the 
technique. This monitoring helps the operators to see when the plant is operating well 
and when something is malfundioning. Besides all the valuable information that can 
be d.rawn, the monitoring itself is a good training for more advanced testing 
programmes. 

It has been learnt that the monitoring itself contributes substantially to the 
training and education, especially of the least trained staff. 

The training programmes, presented in /9/, together with the manufadurer's 
manuals form a good guide line on what kind of monitoring applies to operation of 
a producer gas operated plant. 

The most difficult training component, which is not part of this chapter, is the 
training of the managers to continuously follow up the monitoring/record keeping. 
This is likely the main reason whenever proper records arc not kept. 

It can be concluded that the; training of monitoring is very important and the 
skill should be gradually built up by initially keeping simple daily log sheets, for 
monitoring of advanced tests. To maintain continuity in the monitoring, it is of 
outmost importance that the monitoring is followed up by the managers and that 
feedback is given to the ones monitoring, all to correct and motivate the monitoring. 

4. Training related to the producer gas technique 

Local gasification training course 

This course, which could include all staff plus a few technicians and engineers 
within the daughter/sis~er organizations/companies, should be conducted by the 
project manager a\sisted by an experienced gasification engineer (expert). 

The one or two day course should expbin the basics of gasification applied on 
the actual plant and application. 

Thr, aim is to train the staff to understand the process and link this to the 
design, service and maintenance, fuel preparation etc at site. The ultimate goal is to 
motivate (to feel part of and proud of the development) and train the staff to actively 
take part in the improvement, development and dissemination of the technique. 

Relevant sections, i.e only those ones that apply to the actual plant, from the 
conducted training course/seminar /10/ form a good guidance for the contents of this 
local ~~asification training course. 
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P1ese courses can preferably be repeated and gradually dive delve into the 
subje<.t. 

National gasification training course (and seminar) 

This type of courses can be extended to involve tentative users, technical 
schoo~s and universities and even become a subject on the school scheme. It is only 
the funds and time that sets the limits. 

However, the technique is not "high tech", but a new technique to most of the 
developing countries. From this point of view it is very important, for a successful 
introduction and dissemination, that active and extensive training is carried out in 
fields where the technique is likely to be introduced. 

A good guidance for the contents and frames of the course(s) is the training 
course carried out during the present project /10/, but extended to two weeks and 
with approximately 20 participants. The couiSC should be tailored to the backgrounds 
of the participants and the local conditions. The course should further include case 
studies from the participants' countries. 

The course(s) could also include seminars, which arc not part of the training 
programme, however. 

Safety aspects 

Since the producer gas is a deadly poisonous gas, instructions and explanation 
of the process, operation, handling etc, in this respect, should he gone through at a 
very early stage of the project. The first information has to he given before the first 
start-up of the piant. 

The safety regulations and precautions, including ordinary industrial aspects, 
should he followed up periodically. 

5. Modification and manufacturing 

A pilot gasification demonstration programme can not cover nor provide 
workshop and manufacturing training as such. A substantial training component in 
this respects is a normal spin-off effect, however, especially for projects running over 
longer periods with resources and time for local modification and manufacture. 

To he ahlc to carry out R&D and thereby modify and improve a plant, the 
feedback from the permanent staff is of outmost importance. The training mentioned 
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ion Paragraph 4 is ref erred. 

As far as producer g~ plants are concemetl, in general, there is lots of 
information from short tests and from the first few hundred hours of operation. When 
it comes to long term tests, the results and the reliability of the records are limited. 
Some of the main reasons arc related to the management and the maintenance. 

The actual technique could really make a step forward if higher degree of 
sustainability in the operation and monitoring could be achieved. The long term tests 
can hardly be carried out by senior (foreign) staff, since the labour cost becomes too 
high. The tests, i.e daily operation under controlled conditions, have to be carried out 
with ordinary operators, perhaps strengthened with a local engineer, due to the nature 
of the project. 

Thus, the training, as far as modification and manufacturing is concerned, 
should rather be stressing the coPditions that can create an atmosphere whereby a 
meaningful, sustainable and systematic development of the technique, through or 
ending up in local modifications and manufactu1ing, can lake place. 

From the above, we can sec that we arc back to the fact, that the uitimatc 
responsibility is on the management to make sure that records arc kept and 
instructions arc followed. However, unless there is no feedback from the managers 
to the operators, the routines tends to <'rop back "to square one". 

There are many cases when modifications have been done, but due lack of 
reliable records or sporadic records or operation, very limited conclusions can be 
drawn from the change. Other factors like that the originally trained and skilled staff 
have left the projects contribute to the trend. 

The sporadic observations mentioned above, indicate many factors that arc 
normally not considered and that arc difficu1t to include in a training programme. 

To propose some kind of guidance on a training programme, the following has 
been found to have a positive influence on the sustainability and outcome: 

- Budget and schedule for local manufacturing of a plant within a few years from 
start 

- Work actively, i.c involve and include all the key people, towards the goal to 
have one ("own") plant manufactured locally. 

Continuous monitoring and relating the results to the activity and to the 
proposed ano done modifications. 

- Train the staff to read the rcl.'.ords and make the monitoring meaningful by 
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introduction of, for instance, an incentive system. Perhaps a certain percentage 
on diesel oil saved. 

- Periodical follow-up by qualified staff (foreign experts if necessary). 

- Use a load for the plant which puts a pressure on the staff to operate the plant 

- Introduce revolving funds for the service given (power delivered) and use some 
for the incentives. 
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ANNEX G - TECHNICAL DATA ON ANKUR GASIFICATION 
SYSTEM 
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ANNEX H - PHOTOGRAPHS OF WASfES TESTES 
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ANNEX I - ENGINE OIL ANALYSIS 
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ANNEX J - EFFLUENT DFSrRUCTION DEVICE 
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ANNEX K - DRAFf OF A PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF THE GAS 
CLFANING SYSTEM FOR THE ANKUR Pl.ANT 
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ANNEX L - TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON FINAL PROPOSAL 

This annex contains drawings and sketches from the Sub-contractor's Final 
Report to UNIDO /l'l/ 
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ANNEX M - SKETCH ON A CHARCOAL GAS PRODUCER OF 
SIMPLE DESIGN 
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ANNEX N - EXAMPLES ON DAILY OPERATING REPORT 
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Dl\ILY OPERATING REPORT 

Gusif ier system: /\NKUR Loud 1
: E.UM11/DRYEns nn tc :/9. ·.I.I.' .'1. 1 ••• Opei.·a~or: 
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DAILY OPERATING~REPORT 
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Summary of fuel properties 

·Fuel Fuel preparation 

Wood Air dried and 
cut into blocks1> 

Corn cobs Air dried and 
cut into 
three piecesl> 

Macadamia As received 
nut shells 

Ground nut Pelletized 
shells 

1) Done manually on site 

Moisture Particle 
content X size 

2) about 
lx2x6 ca 

11 -14 diam 3 cm 
lenght 4-6 cm 

8 1-2 cm 

9 diam 23 mm 
lenght 2-5 cm 

2) To be determined by the Chief Operator 

Bulk density 
dry kg/m3 

2) 

130 

400 

450 



Preliminary tests with the ANKUR-system 

Fuel 

Moisture content \ 

Date 

Filter system 

Duration of test, hours 

Average load, kW 

Specific biomass fuel 
consumption, kg/kWh 

kg/h 

Specific diesel 
consumption, kg/kWh 

Diesel substitution \ 

Pressure losses: 

Gas producer 
initial mmWg 
end of test mmWg 

Filter system mmWg 
initial mmWg 
end of test mmWg 

Gas composition: 
co % 
02 % 
co2 % 

Dust mg/Nm3 

Tar mg/Nm3 

Corn cobs 

11.1 

21/3 

Original 

3.3 

9.9 

2.2 
22.2 

0.31 

46 

63 
1000 

2 
10 

about 200 
no condensates 

12.0 

27/3 

Modified 

5.7 

19.4 

1.0 
19.4 

0.27 

< 53 

65 
25 

90 
1175 

11.6 
4.6 

13.2 

83 
collected 



Preliminary tests with the SES-system 

Fuel 

Moisture content % 

Date 

Duration of test, hours 

Average load, kW 

Specific fuel consumption 
kg/kWh 
kg/h 

Pressure losses: 

Gas producer 
initial, mmWg 
end of test, mmWg 

Filt~r system mmWg 
initial, mmWG 
end of test, rnmWg 

Gas composition: 
co % 
02 % 
co2 t 

Dust mg/Nm3 

Tar mg/Nm3 

Condensates, % of 
fuel moisture 

Corn cobs 

11.7 16.1 

19/3 

3.5 

6.5 

4.1 
30.2 

170 
75 

600 
120 

20/3 

7.0 

19.6 

1.4 
28.2 

95 
150 

185 
310 

< 7 < 7 
no condensate 

35 

15.0 

22/3 - 23/3 

10.5 

13.l 

1.9 
24.6 

18.0 
1.5 

10.5 

75 

Macadamia 
nut shells 

9.0 

25/3 

3.3 

14.2 

2.3 
32.7 

390 
1590 

130 
150 

19.2 
4.6 
e.o 

63 

Groundnut 
shell pellets 

10.0 

2fi/3 

3.2 

19.2 

1.9 
37.l 

305 
1420 

200 
220 

20.s 
3.2 
7.B 

47 



Liquid residues produced bv the SE$-system 

Date 20/3 22 - 23/3 25/3 26/3 

Feedstock Corn cobs Macadamia Groundnut 
nut shells shell pellets 

Total amount 
of feedstock 235 297 2471} 2761) 
supplied. kg 

Feedstock 
moisture I 16.1 15.0 9.0 10.0 

\later supplied 
with feedstock 37.8 44.6 22.2 27.6 
kg 

Condensates, kg: 
Gas producer 4.0 11.5 3.0 3.0 

Filter system '.?.5 22.0 11.0 10.0 

Fraction of 
fuel moisture 35 75 63 47 
collected % 

Note: 
1) Including initial filling. 




